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Somalia teach-inreaches out
FRASER KIRBY
The Cord
Some light was focused on the
dim political situation in
Somalia at the WLU World affairs Society sponsored teach-in
held on October seventh in the
Turret.
In the end, however, nearly as
many questions remained unanswered as answered and many
issues remain in the half light.
The committee of professors,
politicians and relief workers pre-

has ruined what was once, "The
greatest culture in the world."
Saheed spoke about former
dictator Siad Barre using people
as political time bombs and urged
that the, "human heart is dark and
it is easy to sow the seeds of
darkness. We must not allow our
hearts to become darker."
He asked that the world give
the Somali government, "The
same ultimatum that it gave
Sadam Hussein."
The crux of his argument was
that Barre had used tribal affilia-

The teach-in was under heavy guard,
Photo: Ingrid Nielsen
but there was no trouble.
sented several different aspects of tion to divide the country.
the war and famine currently
This was contrasted by
ravaging Somalia.
Mohammed Mai of the SomaliSaheed Dahrier speaking on Banadir Association of Canada
behalf of the Samali-Canadian who believes Somalia to be a
homogeneous culture despite the
Association of Toronto spoke bitterly about the dictatorship that clan infrastructure. He believes

the civil war is an urban one,

nose.
this misery there are small elehe
a
disputes
through
from
clan
Abbott
said
went
ments of social structure among
away
and that
groups of widowed women and
period of hopelessness in which
the clan symbolism is being exthere seemed no end [to the warvillage and community elders and
ploited by the west and by politithat the tragedy is bringing out
fare and suffering].
cal factions in the country.
He ended with a note of hope
the triumph of some Somali
A common thread throughout
claiming
heroes.
that in the midst of all
many of the presentations was a
sense of anger with the United
Nations Security Council for their
lack of action in the Somali crisis.
Hussein Nuradeen of the
Somali-Canadian Community Association stated that Somali had
become a "no man's land" because of the extensive dumping
by Chris Werynski
of nuclear waste by United NaCord Sports
tions countries and that because
Well kids, ii you don't like witnessing senseless slaughters, be
Somalia is not an oil-rich nation
that you did not attend the Laurier game on Thursday night.
glad
like Kuwait, no action will be
However, I have to admit, I enjoyed the 80-14 trouncing of McMaster
taken by the U.N..
To further add to the debate, thoroughly.
Bill Kubas and the Laurier offense were simply awesome. Kubas
the validity of one of the headline
speakers was questioned by a led the way completing 29 of 35 passes for 426 yards and six touchdowns in three quarters of work. Bill Kubas showed no rust at all
member of the audience. The
his week absence and in fact looked razor sharp for the majority
from
Somali man who refused interof his performance.
view or identification claimed
Stephan Ptaszek was his usual crafty self hauling in 12 balls for a
that Dr. Ah Galaydh who served
201 yards and two touchdowns. Andrew Scharschmidt also
whopping
on the Barre government as minister of industry had, "helped fill had a big game with 144 yards of receiving on several big plays.
The tone of the game was set on the first play from scrimmage
the coffins of Somalia." Lev
when
Laurier linebacker Mike Chevers laid out McMaster QB
Gonick, the moderator, would not
Anthony
Alfano after he released the ball. Laurier took over quickly,
allow the man to continue his
and before you could blink, P.J. Martin rumbled in on a 20 yard catch
comment or questions.
One of the speakers, Steve and run and it was 7-0 Hawks. Soon after, a 35 yard catch by Ptaszek
set up a seven yard toss from Kubas to Brent Stucke, 14-0 Hawks.
Abbott of the Canadian Friends
McMaster tried to make it interesting late in the first quarter when
Service committee served in
a
nice
35 yard completion to Mike Kuntz set up a third and goal toss
Somalia for six months.
Matthews, and the lead was now down to seven.
to
John
He painted an extremely grim
In the second quarter, after Ptaszek had made it 21-7, the
picture of the famine.
Marauders
had their last successful offensive play of the game when
Abbott spoke through tears
about "children, who are little
continued on page 9
skeletons on the edge of starvation." He talked about what life is
like when every day you are likely to see a baby die under your
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Get all the facts!

Many Canadians

they want more information
before answering the referendum question on October 26.
Between October 9-12, households throughout the
country will receive an 8-page summary pamphlet that
contains another publication the entire unedited
Constitutional Agreement, reached in Charlottetown,
August 28. Please look for this in formation in your mail
and take the time to read it so that you can make a
truly informed decision on the upcoming referendum.
say
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If you haven't received this publication
by October 13, call the toll-free number below
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Shooting the flu bug
LIANNE JEWITT
The Cord
It's that time of year again
when you don't want to be near
your roommates, and they
don't to be near you, if you
have influenza (the flu, that is).
If there is one bag you can
keep out of your house, it's the
flu bug. If you are at risk, you can
get rid of this nasty bug free of
charge. If you are healthy, it will
-

3. Adults and children with
chronic cardiac or pulmonary disorders.
4. Adults and children with
chronic conditions such as
diabetes and other metabolic diseases, cancer immunodeficiency
(including IV infections), includ-

ing immunosuppression (includ-

ing that of transplant recipients),
renal disease, anemia, and

hemoglobinopathy.

5. Children and adolescents (age
6 months
18 years) treated for
long periods with acetylsaiicylic
acid.
Also, in the interest of stu-

dents wishing to pursue foreign

lands after graduation, the vaccine manufacturers specifications
state, "vaccination before travels
should be considered".
Doreen Koenig of Health Services recommends, "getting shots
now, before the season starts".
Flu season begins usually in November at the earliest. Anyone

cost you five dollars.
Why the charge? WLU Medi-

cal Director Jim Hicks said, "we
don't recommend it strongly to
healthy people." He added,
"people who really need it, they
(Ministry of Health) feel obligated to cover it. One day it may
be covered for everyone."
For now though, those who
are covered and at risk include:
1. People over 65 years of age.
2. All residents of nursing homes,
for the aged and chronic care
facilities.

I have had flu shots before and they didn't hurt nearly as much
as Marty's did. Either I got a good needle or Marty is a wimp.

Photo: Chris Skalkos

with concerns about influenza
and the vaccine can call Health
Services to set up an appointment
with a doctor. Nurses too, are always available to help.
Keep in mind, one must stay

for 20 minutes after the shot, and
a doctor must be on the premises
when a flu shot is administered.
For your convenience, physicians
are on duty 9:30-11:30 am and
1:30-3:30 pm, Monday to Friday.
Again, flu shots are not necessary for those who are not at risk.
But for healthy people who want
to avoid 10 days of chills, fever,
aching bones, a runny nose and
coughing, it will cost five dollars.
For those at risk by the Ministry

of Health standards, the vaccine
is free.
People should also be aware,
Hicks said, that "this vaccine
doesn't stop colds". Of course
there is no cure for the common
cold just yet, although lots of rest
and plenty of liquids should help.

Yugoslavian discussion
JIM BOYCE
The Cord
A panel discussion on Yugoslavia was held at the University
of Waterloo last Thursday

night.
Five representatives from various areas and ethnic and religious groups in Yugoslavia, as
well as a Canadian relief worker,
spoke on the subject. Their main
arguments are as follows.
Sanda Munjic (Croatian):
Munjic said Serbs were trying to
justify genocide today because of
genocide against Serbs by the
Ustasha during the 19405.
In her home city of Zagreb
(capital of Croatia), Munjic said
she had seen much discrimination
as Serbs were allowed to build
new homes but Croats were not.
There were also a disproportionate number of Serbs in
diplomatic posts and as army officers.
Munjic said she believed
Serbs were being brainwashed by
their media. "There are bad
Croatians and, thank the Lord,
good Serbs, but in this war so
far... Serbia is wrong."
Naila Jusufagic (BosnianMuslim): Jusufagic left Yugoslavia last July. She said 100,000
Bosnians have died so far and*
many of the two million refugees
are expected to die this winter.
Serbs received equal treatment in Bosnia, Jusufagic said,
having freedom of religion and
attending the same schools as
other ethnic groups, and she does
not understand why Bosnia was
attacked.
Jusufagic' also talked about
the atrocities her family has experienced or witnessed, including

her father who saw 6000
slaughtered on a bridge in 1942.
She said she does not want all
Serbs to leave Bosnia but to live
in peace with everyone else. "I
have friends who are Serbs and I
know that most of them are good
and honest people.... [but there
are Serbs] who are committing
crimes that I can't believe."
Milena Protich (Serb):

Protich began by describing her
family's experiences in Yugoslavia: her mother was sent from
Sarajevo to Dachau, her father
was scared out of Zagreb and her
uncle was skinned alive by the
Ustasha. In order to understand
the present these past events must
first be understood, she said.
Protich said the Serbs suffered
under Tito, a Croatian who created boundaries based on political

claimed Serbs are also being
harassed. "Serbs lose their jobs,
are forced by gunpoint from their
homes."
Ognjen Sokolovic (Bosnian
Serb): Sokolovic was in Sarajevo
one day before the war began. He
said the war is not religious as the
media claims but one simply between Serbs and Bosnians.
He talked about letters he has
received from friends in Sarajevo
who have no money or food, and
stated that up to 400,000 refugees
may die during the winter.
Ahmet Jakupi (AlbanianKosovo): Albanians have been
poorly treated throughout history,
Jakupi said, citing the displacement of more than 150,000 to
Turkey in 1910. He said that
more recently, Albanian children
are being periodically poisoned

accounts given at seminar.
Photo: Jim Boyce
motivation rather than geography
with a PCB substance.
or ethnicity, thereby leading to
Jakupi said he had to give up
many of Yugoslavia's current
four-and-one-half years of mediproblems. She said the current
cal study in Yugoslavia because
president of Croatia claimed only
he was Albanian. He said he was
35,000 Serbs were killed by the
"afraid to fall asleep" while living
Ustasha during the 1940s althere because of drunk soldiers
though most estimates are bewalking the streets with machinetween 350,000 to 900,000 (she
guns, including fourteen-year-old
equated this to denying the
males, "walking around thinking
Five varied

Holocaust).

Finally, Protich referred to
documents by Amnesty International and Helsinki Watch and

they are cowboys." He said that
some of his friends were killed or
beaten and that he was actively
followed after giving interviews

I Different visions of Yugoslavia.
to foreign media.

Like Jusufagic, Jakupi said
the Serbs are being brainwashed,
"I'm not saying the Serbian
people are at fault. They are
being manipulated just like Hider
manipulated the Germans."
Maryam Bhabha (relief
worker): Bhabha said her involvement stemmed from an interest in the plight of Muslims in
Bosnia.
She said many refugees are
missing limbs and live in poor
conditions. Flour and water is
mixed together and fed to babies.
Food rations for one month are
five kg of flour, one kg of sugar,
one litre of milk and one can of
corned beef or fish. Bhabha said,
"these people are completely 105t,.,
they don't have a home to go to,"
and that she saw "despair", "fear",
"anger" and "hatred" in their
eyes.
Afterwards, questions were
allowed and the audience addressed many to Protich. Several
questioned her citing of past
genocide and asked if she opposed the current killing.
Protich said she was against
the violence but that the conflict
cannot be solved, "until we solve
the underlying historical and
demographic problems." She said
Serbs were also being killed but

Photo: Jim Boyce
this has not been portrayed accurately in the media because the
Serbs, unlike the Croatians, have
not hired an American public relations firm.
Another audience member
asked why Serbs in one area, who
have owned 65% of the land for
the past thirty years, should be
prevented from joining Serbia.
Munjic replied by asking why
only thirty years of history should
be considered and why a majority
of Muslims should be forced to
join Serbia because a majority of
the land was owned by Serbs.
Near the end of the discussion
there were a few eruptions from
the audience but these were
quickly quieted by ethers in the
audience and Mohamed Elmasry,
the moderator.
At one point the credibility of
Sokolovic came into question.
One man said Sokolovic did not

represent Bosnian Serbs, accused
him of "falsification and lies" and
said local Serbs in Bosnia were
fighting a, "pure fight of survival
because they don't want to experience the same type of history

they experienced in the Second
World War."

After the discussion, many
members of the audience and
panel stayed and continued to
talk.
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Canada's role in NAFTA
MIKE LOETERS
News Commentary
This is my last article on
NAFTA in this series. This time
I want to focus on Canada and
what this new proposed environment offers us for the future.
Let us first recognize that as
far as the U.S. and Mexico were
concerned, Canadian participation was largely irrelevant.
Whether we participated or not, a
deal was going to be drawn up.
Canada only crawled to the table
to protect its "gains" from the
FTA.
What I have a difficult time
understanding is what "gains" we
would be protecting. Now that

THURSDAY

Mexico is in the deal, much production and investment will be
transferred to Mexico instead of
Canada. This will push our wages
down, and the more resistance
there is to our falling wages, the
more production will be trans-

ferred.
Canada has already lost one in
seven manufacturing jobs since
the FTA has been in effect. This
is not to say that all have been
lost as a direct consequence of the
FTA, but we must adso consider
all the spinoff jobs lost in the
transportation, communications,
services, retail, etc. This adds up
to a lot more jobs in the Canadian
economy than many recognize.
What I find particularly interesting is when I read and hear
comments by some U.S.

FRIDAY

politicians about NAFTA. They

FTA's impacts in Canada. This
tells me that they regard the Canadian experience with the FTA
as a clear warning to the U.S. of
the potential impacts of NAFTA
with Mexico and many are thinking twice.
The concern I have and share
with the Canadian Labour Congress, is the ability the Canadian
government will have "to respond
to the manufacturing crisis
through active industrial and
trade management policies."
NAFTA will effectively tie the
hands of our government behind
its' back because of the loss of
NATIONAL ECONOMIC
SOVEREIGNTY. We must have
the right to shape the develop-

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

2:30 pm Cord staff
meeting in the Turret.
Volunteer Fair
-Fairview Park,

5:30 Referendum
Debate in the Turret.
-

Grand opening of Foot
Patrol.

8:00 pm. ConcertWLU Wind Ensemble.
Theatre Auditorium.

Kitchener.

2:30 pm Economics
lecture on NAFTA, by
Donald Campbell.

different from many other countries in the world has been our insistence in creating a more equal
and caring society. This was
largely done by Canada being
able to enforce national economic
sovereignty by forming our own
industrial policies and managing
trade to benefit Canadians. This
does not mean building a wall
around ourselves because we
have not, but rather ensuring that
our government has the power to
make policies that benefit Canadian employment and productivity. Under the FTA, and even
more so under NAFTA, this
power is severely eroded. We
sacrifice sovereignty and the
ability to direct our own future,
and this is not in the future interests of Canadians.

TUESDAY

Q .- n

m
a.uuam. j.uupm
Volunteer Fair in the
Concourse.
-

rMusic at Noon Free
concert in the John Aird
•

Blood Donor clinic in
Theatre Auditorium.

WEDNESDAY

5:30 pm News writers
-

meeting in the Cord

offices.

...

„

-

-
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of participating in international
trade. This will be clearly lost.
This concern also leads to the
inability of our country to strive
for a full employment economy.
The restructuring likely to take
place will leave Canada as largely
a producer of resources, with a
much smaller manufacturing sector. The resulting loss of jobs in
various sectors will leave us with
higher levels of unemployment
and more social polarization.
Then other cost competitive pressures would eat away at our welfare state. This is sure to lead to
the creation of slums, increased
violence and crime, and the social
polarization we see in the U.S..
The thing that makes Canada

MONDAY

10.00 am. Church
service at the
Seminary.

-

I

ment of the Canadian economy to
maximize the benefits to Canada

are paying a lot of attention to the

uenire.

9:ooam 3:oopm
Volunteer Fair in the
Concourse.
-

9:00 am. VolunteerFair
in the Concourse.
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Native homeland once more

WORLD NEWS

ROUNDUP
compiled by Patty Chippa

Earthquake kills 300 in Egypt
(Cairo) More than 300 people were killed and up to 4000 injured during
Egypt's worst earthquake in history on Monday. The quake measured between 5-3 and 5.9 on the Richter scale, and its epicentre was located 30 kilometres southwest of Cairo. Rescue services were sparse and workers were
forced to use their bare hands to dig through debris, attempting to locate
bodies.
Londoners not having a blast with bombings
(London) The eighth terrorist bomb in less than a week exploded in London's
west end on Monday, injuring seven people. Police said this bombing followed the pattern of the last week the bombs were small, inexpensive, and
easy to plant. Londoners have appeared more concerned about chaotic traffic
conditions than the danger of the recent bout of terrorism which has killed no
-

one.

Free-market in China
(Beijing) China is about to replace its crumbling Communist economic policy
with a free-market economy. The aging Communist leaders met Monday to
discuss free enterprise, massive foreign investment, and the development of a
true Socialist state.
Taking shots at Greenpeace
(Moscow) Russian Coast Guard fired three shots at a Greenpeace ship in the
Russian port of Murmansk on Monday. The ship had been investigating
nuclear waste in the Arctic Ocean and the 34-member crew, including at least
one Canadian, were arrested, but not formally charged as of yet.
Chinese plane crash; 14 dead
(Beijing) Nine French tourists and five Chinese crew members were killed
after a chartered plane crashed in northwest China. The Wuhan Airline Company said that the pilot had reported complications with the left engine and
was trying to return to the provincial capital of Lanzhou when the plane
crashed.

The fighting continues
(Johannesburg) Political violence erupted in Alexandra last week, as gunmen
shot aimlessly through a crowd of black commuters. Three people were killed
and nine injured in the attack, while residents waited for taxis outside a hair
salon.

Birth control breakthrough

(New Delhi) The first birth control vaccine for females was discovered by Indian scientists last week. The vaccine is effective for a full year with only one
injection and is the first birth control method which utilizes a woman's immune system. Pregnancy is not prevented, but terminates within a week as
the fertilized egg does not stick to the wall of the uterus.

S3 -7W

NIKI WESTMAN
The Cord

resources and legal jurisdiction.
If the Accord is passed, the inherent right of native self-government recognized in the constitional
reforms will take effect in five years. Although this
waiting period will be used to negotiate the fine
points of the new, third level of government for natives, Blondin believes that natives in Canada are
ready to begin self-government now. "There are already a number of models of self-government out
there," she said, citing an example in British
Columbia.
The role of the federal government will be in
the initial stages. Blondin believes the Aboriginal
Minister's task is in establishing such needed in
stitutions as a legislative and regulatory body,
financial, education and training. She hopes that
eventually the Department of Indian and Northern

As North America marks the 500 year anniver-

sary of Columbus' discovery of the west, should
Canadians instead be singing: "Our home on native land"?
Following the October first lecture given by
Graydon Nicholas on native peoples in the courts,
the second guest speaker in this year's Laurier Lecture series gave a political perspective on native issues last Wednesday, October seventh.
Ethel Blondin, Member of Parliament for the
Western Arctic and the Liberal Opposition Critic
for Aboriginal Affairs, focused her lecture on the
benefits the Charlottetown Accord can bring to the
native community in Canada. She believes a Yes
vote in the upcoming referendum will "secure a
renewed federalism" and is the best chance
aboriginals have been given and will ever have for
self-government.
As the National Manager of Indigenous Development Programs for the federal government, Assistant Deputy Minister for Culture and Communications in Yellowknife, and Member of the House
of Commons, Blondin's extensive involvement in
governmental organizations over the past six years
has provided her with a firm belief that native selfgovernment will be realized in the near future.
She is "amazed at the distance we've come in
the past five years" concerning the aboriginal platform for equality and the inherent right to selfgovernment. She remarked that emphasis on the
resolution of native concerns in the political scene
has "gained momentum" over the past six months
with the constitutional discussions.
Blondin said there exists just as many problems
in defining self-government as in defining a distinct
society. Because of the vastness of the country and
the lack of homogeneity among the First Nation
groups, Blondin stated that each community will be
given the autonomy to design the specifics of their
own self-governing structure.
The key to inherent self-government, according
to Blondin, lies in a native land base with access to

Affairs will be abolished.
Poverty among urban natives is a continuous
cycle, said Blondin, that needs immediate attention.
The coalescence of urban natives is Blondin's solution. She proposes setting up native-controlled urban institutions such as housing projects, daycare,
educational and training facilities in an attempt to
alleviate the economic problems faced by urban natives.
Blondin believes it is not up to the nation's
leaders to control or "bear the guilt" for social ills
such as physical, sexual and mental abuse that exist
in the native community, especially in urban areas.
A more individual and personal approach is required to solve such complex issues in the community.
Blondin expressed concern for the lack of native

judicial representation in the Supreme Court. She
feels a native judge in the Supreme Court would
help to reconcile traditional native values with Canadian political institutions.
"The true constitution is not the document, it's
what's in the hearts and minds of the people of
Canada" as Elijah Harper (an NDP MP) once said
to Ethel Blondin. In Blondin's words it is leadership and political will, and not just a constitution
that will eventually bring a much needed and
deserved justice to the natives.
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DIAL-A-DEAL
By Phill M Kinzinger

What we're offering here is a
column in which students pass
to other students the great deals
which each has seen or been a
part of.
Each week we will ask people
to drop off their deals in my box,
in the Cord offices [this is not a
free advertisement]. Of the suggestions, one or two will be
chosen. If the suggestor wants to,
they can write the column [with
some direction] themselves.
We'll start by exploring the

world of Cantonese and Szechuan
cookin', in particular, the Dragon
Palace.
Chinese food is a great
favourite to many, and those who
claim not to enjoy it, should give
it another try. I know what usually turned me away was the huge
plate of rice which came with my
order of three chicken balls. It always seemed a rip off and I hate
rice anyhow [blah!].
What the Dragon Palace offers, at lunch and dinner times, is
a buffet. And a large spread it is.
Everything from huge chicken
balls and spicy Szechuan noodles
to green and caesar salad to stir
fry and tofu and pork and....yes,
rice.
A dessert buffet is included
also. There is usually at least
three types of ice cream. I had
Heavenly Hash today [I've been
three times in a week and a half],
so it's not just straw, vanil and
choc. There is also jello and a va-

Call 884-2990 with ideas

riety of cookies, like Nanaimo
Bars and Date Squares.
The food is great fresh, and
you get whatever you want for
only five bucks at lunch!
The way money is today for
students [although those of you
who spend it all in the first month
at the bars deserve to have
nothing], a good deal is something hard to pass up. This is a
great deal.
The other thing is, it's a
classy joint with great service.
-

I usually am]

drifting skyward.
And that's a far cry from some of
the dingy basement barrooms you
visit [beer was $2.50 by the way].
The Dragon Palace isn't far
either. You'll find it just a short
walk down by the Dutch Boy at
Weber and Bridgeport. Don't

confuse it with Tien Hoa. Many
students live right by it anyway.
So if you have deals to investigate, or if you're eager to report
[we will not publish anti-deals, or
criticisms, if you want to criticize

■

■

-

TRESPASS BY NIGHT (1400 hrs): A WLU resident reported her
sleep being disturbed at about three o'clock in the morning on several
nights last week by someone banging on her ground floor window.
From the silhouette cast against the window shade, the complainant
surmises that the perpetrator is of short, heavy stature. Investigation is
being continued.
October 7
THREATS (0900 hrs): Received a request to provide high security
visibility during a teach-in on Somalia held in the Turret. Organizers
were concerned about the potentiality of violence after several scheduled guest speakers received threats of violence against their lives the
previous evening during the airing of pretaped CBC presentations on
-

-

-

sity affiliated) was evicted from the Turret. The male who was highly
inebriated was caught by bar staff drinking from a bottle of whisky
which he had smuggled into the Turret. After being ejected he tried to
get back into the bar. When he was prevented from doing so, he
started to fight. Consequently he was arrested and escorted out of the
building. On route to the security office, a second male jumped on the
officer's back and attempted to free the arrested person from the officer's grip.

WLU education seminar
JIM BOYCE
The Cord

All the food you can keep down for $5. photo: Sheldon Page
That is to say the decor is modem something write to the editor],
and clean and the waiting staff is drop them off at the Cord with
incredibly friendly. A place you your phone number [otherwise
could take visiting friends and we cannot follow up the deal].
family [or in-laws if you've got
So why do we call the column
them].
With a grand ceiling, even if Dial-a-Deal? Well originally we
you're sitting at a table with wanted to set up a deal hotline,
smokers [which I was] you are but it is just unfeasible, still the
hardly bothered by smoke [which name sounded great!
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The two day conference will
include a panel discussion as well
as sessions dealing with topics
The Wilfrid Laurier University ranging from employment equity
Education Conference will be and gender issues to violence in
held next weekend and marks relationships and the environthe fifth time since 1977 that ment.
the conference has been held.
Tom Ramautarsingh, a coThe keynote speakers are founder of the first conference in
Riane Eisler (author of The 1977 and co-chairman of the upChalice and The Blade: Our Hiscoming one, said that getting Eistory, Our Future) and Maude Barler as a speaker was difficult and
low (Parcel of Rogues
How that she had to be booked two
Free Trade is Failing Canada).
years in advance.
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ASSAULT/TRESPASS (2000 hrs): A 21 year old male (not univer-
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Unacceptable coverage
JIM BOYCE
The Cord
The media faced a great deal of
criticism from the audience during the Somalia teach-in last

Thursday.
Media panelists included Jim
Handman (Foreign Assignment
Editor of CBC National Radio),
Herrie ten Cate (Producer of CBC
Radio As It Happens), Marcus
Gee (Foreign Affairs Editorial

Marsden

PHILL M KINZINGER
The Cord

Last Friday in Alumni Hall a
public gathering was held in an

effort to personally introduce
Laurier's new President Dr.
Lorna Marsden.
The encounter, which lasted
between eleven and one o'clock
was sparsely attended. As time
passed three or four more people
arrived. One of the visitors complained that she had only seen
one poster explaining the event
and it was in the concourse by the

greets

writer with the Globe and Mail)
and Ali Sharif (Now Magazine).
The panel began by discussing some of the issues surrounding the coverage of Somalia.
Handman said the media faced
enormous logistical and financial

difficulties getting to Somalia
and, once there, dangerous traveling and a lack of housing. There
was also the problem of maintain-

students

members. She thought it was an
excellent idea and said that some
of the Board of Governors would
even be pleased to be invited.
Student Publications President
Martin Walker was on hand and
said that the gathering was ex-

year. Marsden dispelled the myth
saying she would be surprised if
there was anything more than a
five percent increase.

Marsden asked what people
thought of the "Laurier News".
Some of the guests said they had

Torque Room.

Marsden said that a notice had
been put in the paper, though it
was brought to her attention that
the paper had only been circulated that morning.
Later Marsden suggested another gathering next semester for
the same purpose, but publicizing
it more in advance. A meeting
next semester would allow co-op
students who are away now to
meet the president.
One guest asked of the possibility of having a similar gathering but for other administration

Dr. Marsden chats it up.
cellent for people that had not had
the chance to meet her during
Frosh Week.
The event also allowed for
students to raise concerns about
their university. One visitor inquired about a rumour of a 500
percent increase in tuition next

■MBMHMB—■

Photo: Tom Szeibei
not really looked at it. One visitor
suggested that the publication
would better serve the students if
it was part of "The Cord".
Marsden replied that she thought
having more than one publication
was more beneficiary in expressing a variety of views.
HI
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crisis.
Another audience member
questioned how "experts" were
chosen by the media. Gee said it
was difficult to find sources since
there was no government
representing Somalia and that
warlords could not be phoned and
asked what they were doing and
why they were doing it. He cited
a Somalia woman in a relief
agency, his colleagues and the
governments bordering Somalia
as some of the sources he was
using.
Other audience members criticized the content of the media
coverage of Somalia. One man
said that the media has failed to
understand "what is Somalia?"
and the historical background that
the present problems are based
upon. Another said a recent program by the Fifth Estate was onesided and based on anecdotal evidence that was insinuated as fact.
Several others reiterated these
opinions but disagreed on just
who the media was biased
against. What they did agree on
was that the media had to be
more accurate, one man- saying,
"If media can't present the
realities of the situation, then
maybe it's better to report nothing and leave us at peace."

I
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ing viewer interest, he said, since
the public gets "donor fatigue."
This forces the media to come up
with new angles to the story.
Interest was also cited as a
problem by ten Cate who said it
was a sad fact that the media
"gets bored easily." He said
Somalia was a test of the relationship between countries of the
north and south and of how much
the northern countries care.
There were significant differences between the way the war
in Yugoslavia and the famine in
Somalia were being presented,
Ali said. "People in Yugoslavia
are being portrayed as actors in
their own story," while people in
Somalia are being portrayed as
passive. "They're [the Somalis]
not just props standing around."
Ali said food aid and intervention are not the answer to the
problems in Somalia. Instead, we
must first learn the historical context of those problems.
During the question period,
Peter Eglin, a WLU sociology
professor, criticized Handman for
saying that the media gets bored
easily. He said he wished the
Globe and Mail would "get a
little tabloid about this" and put it
on the first three pages of the
paper, day after day. Handman
responded that he did not mean

the comment as a positive aspect
of the media and said the Globe
and Mail was serious, having sent
a correspondent to Somalia and
publishing a photo essay on the

•
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Board positions ratified
BORED

WATCH

STUDENTS' UNION
KATHLEEN HONEY
News Commentary
An emergency board meeting
was held Wednesday, October
7, to ratify the new Chief
Returning Officer, Darren
Mahaffy, and Foot Patrol Coordinator, Brian McQuinn.
Once the meeting was called
to order, they zipped right along
to business. Clark Chu asked
what happened to the original
candidate for CRO, and
Alexandra Stangret revealed he
had not reapplied.
For those of you not keeping
up with University politics, the
original person selected for CRO
was not ratified by Student Publications because they did not have
a representative on the original
hiring committee.
After a laid back ratification,
they went on to ratify the foot
patrol coordinator, since last
year's board just had not gotten
around to it.
The board was given job descriptions for Foot Patrol Coordinator, Assistant Foot Patrol
Coordinator, and Foot Patroller.
After ratifying them, a member of
the board apologized for not allowing the board members ample
time to read them first. In future
the information would be placed
in their mailbox ahead of time.
Stangret passed around signup sheets for volunteering to help
in raising funds for the United
Way. Only two members signed
up.
The board then went on to
deal with the hiring process of
Foot Patrollers, Foot Patrol Coordinators, and Assistant Foot
Patrol Coordinators. Normally,
hiring for a position which in-

volves a stipend, BOD members
are on the hiring committee. The

board decided that logistically it
would be better to have the Foot
Patrol Coordinator and Assistant
Foot Patrol Coordinator do the

hiring.
They ratified this method, and
then went on to figure out how
they would hire this time, as there
is no current Assistant Foot Patrol
Coordinator. They chose to ap-

point a BOD member to take the
Assistant Foot Patrol Coor-

dinator's place.
About five attempts were
made to word a motion allowing
a BOD member to take the place
of the Foot Patrol Coordinator or
Assistant Foot Patrol Coordinator
for hiring Foot Patrollers, if neither position was filled.
Chair Sean Taylor asked
board members to keep their of-

Stangret initially said hiring a
part-time secretary would not be

fice hours. As well, the board
members were told that office
hours were for BOD members to
do BOD things, not school work.
Stangret then brought up the
possibility of hiring a part-time
Students' Union secretary for the
morning hours. The current secretary, Linda Lippert, is often unavailable as she is in charge of
the new Centre Spot (the old Info

needed if BOD members kept
their office hours. It turned out,
after figuring out when everyone's office hours were, a new
secretary would probably be
needed anyway.
The board decided to deal
with this later, and called the
meeting to a close. Thirty-five
minutes well spent.

Booth).

Before you vote...
STEVE DOAK
The Cord
Through the last few weeks, citizens across Canada have been inundated with an almost endless amount of information about the
upcoming referendum.
Recently, opposing sides of the issue have resorted to thirtysecond spots on television that threaten the break-up of Canada rather
than releasing new ideas about the proposal. Now, the WLU
Chaplains' Association is giving the population of Laurier the chance
to bypass the rhetoric and to discuss the accord with experts.
On Wednesday night, a question and answer session will be held,
sponsored by the Chaplains' Association and featuring a panel of five
Laurier professors.
As it is a political matter, three of the panelists are from the
political science department. One professor from the School of Social
Work and one from the History department will round out the panel
and provide different perspectives of the referendum.
The session will begin with three to five minute speeches from
each of the panelists answering the question "What does 'YES' or
'NO' mean?" Following that will be a chance for the audience to ask
questions about specific aspects of the agreement. Rev. Bob Gmeindl
will mediate the discussion.
The Chaplains' Association will not officially take either side of
the argument Their purpose is only to supplement the other information that has appeared. Among other things, they hope to dispel some
of the myths that have been cultivated by both sides, such as the idea
that Canada will be fall apart if the right decision is not made.
The total cost of the Charlettown Agreement and the procedure
has yet to be released. Currently, the polls indicate that the proposal
will be rejected.
Inevitably, the outcome of the vote will have an impact on the
next election as well as relations between Francophones and
Anglophones in Canada. The information session will analyze the
possibilities.
The discussion will be held on Wednesday, October 21 from
twelve until one in room 1003 of the Peter's Building. Everyone is
welcome.
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Hawks salvage a point

by Eddy Hadjur

Cord Sports

WHERE'S THE MIDHELD!!!!

All of you, who have read my
past two articles, are probably
sick of me harping on the impor-

tance of the mid-field players.
Well, I'm sorry, because I'm
going to harp on it again.
The Hawks have a very
talented team, but they lack a
mid-fielder who can control the
tempo of the game unlike the

Thursday night

massacre at Laurier

continued tram page 1
Alfano hit Matthews on a 70 post pattern to make it 21-14. Pretty
play, but you knew Mac would ultimately have the same success as
bringing a butter knife to the L.A. gang riots.
Kubas continued to outsmart the pylons dressed as the McMaster
secondary. Brent Stucke caught his second TD of the game to make it
28-14, and shortly after, Craig Brenner pitched a tent in the end zone
and caught the pass that made it 35-14 at the half.
The Golden Hawks did not relent in the second half. Ptaszek
made a great catch on a 50jtoss by Kubas to set up a TD by Ralph
Spoltore to make it 42-14. Laurier was well on their way to racking
up an incredible 789 total yards of offense, 186 of which came on the
ground. Peter Hwang ran for 65 yards, while P.J. Martin was very dependable when called upon. Although the McMaster defense has been
compared to a mural with players painted on it, Laurier displayed a
very balanced attack which will be necessary to beat the better teams
in the playoffs.
The Laurier defense turned the Marauders away time and time
again. This allowed the onslaught to continue as Kubas took it in on a
broken play to make it 49-14. Brian Niemy took it in from 1 yard out
shortly after and by God it was 56-14.
In the fourth quarter, Laurier backup QB Chris Janzen got some
work in completing seven of 10 passes for 115 yards and two touchdowns. One was to Craig Brenner, and the other to RB Chris

Redguard.
The ultimate in drama came on the last play of the game when
Laurier had their third suing QB Kevin McDonald in the huddle. Did
you think they would run ? Well, a couple seconds later McDonald
hit Ptaszek to make it 80-14 Laurier. McMaster wasn't too pleased
with this, but hey, life sucks sometimes.

other teams I've seen this year.
The Hawks offensive attack is
stemmed from the fullbacks,
through the mid-fielders and up
to the forwards. The attack is created along the sides of the field.
Little attack goes through the
middle of the field, where attacks
can be generated quickly, or
counter attacks made effective.
The main reason: the lack of a
player who doesn't necessarily attack, but sets up attacks.
Against McMaster last Wednesday, the Hawks were fortunate
to end up with a point. In a two
all tie, Laurier scored both its
goals by utilizing the speed of

Jandre Semren. Semren received
20 yard passes, and without support of his teammates ran through
the Marauder defense to find the
back of the net. Both times.
Mac pressure on picking up
loose men made Laurier rush
their passes, and as a result, they
could not formulate a productive
attack. The Hawks poor passing
and constant ball-watching let
Mac create opportunities, in
which only a lack of finishing
kept the score even.
Laurier spent much of the
game defending. McMaster won
many 50-50 balls (especially in
the air), kept the pressure on the

Where is the mid-fielder?
Hawk defense, spread the ball
wide, and finished up the middle.
This Mac intensity did not allow
the Hawks to play strong ball
through-out the game. This is
where a dominant mid-field
player is necessary.
A mid-fielder would be able
to receive the ball, and distribute
it to players formulating a set attack. If the Hawks are to win the
OUAA this year, which they can
because of their great talent, they
need to fill this missing link.
Talent is not utilized, unless you
have a player or a couple of

First welcome back to the returning players and

welcome aboard for the rookies. This year's version
of Tamiae Hockey is shaping up to be very interesting. The league has gone back to eight team format
in order to give the players the opportunity to play
more games. Tamiae hockey league is sponsored by
the Red Pepper Bar and Grill in association with
Labatt's Breweries, by Gus Maue Sports, and by
Forwell's Variety Store.
Now to introduce the teams for the 1992/93
Tamiae Hockey season.
DETROIT
(formerly Montreal) Last years
play-off runners-up seem to be geared up for this
season. With an off-season acquisition of goalie
Tom Muchos, their chances of going to the finals
are looking good. The team is relatively the same as
last years version with the addition of a few new
faces. Big things will be expected of the defensive
core featuring Craig Nicholson, and of forwards
Alex McCombes, Todd Lawson, Scott Ife.
CALGARY The ever tough Calgary Flames
of the Tamiae league are out to avenge last year's
loss to Montreal in the play-offs and are hungrier
than ever to hold the Mullin-Nesbit Cup in their
hands once again. Calgary is once again one of the
early favorites to win it all, and will rely heavily on
the solid goal tending and explosive scoring power
that they have become famous for.
TORONTO Fach year Tamiae puts together a
rookie team, this year is no exception. For the past
two seasons the rookie team has proved to be a
threat to other teams in the league. Two seasons
ago Calgary, a rookie team, won the league, and
last year San Jose made a strong showing in both
the regular season and in the play-offs. This year's
rookie team is deep with talent and could very well
-

-

-

be the spoiler team of the league.
MONTREAL
(formerly Tampa Bay) Last
year's play off champs are back to defend their
-

photo by Rambo

tition.
Nonetheless, a point is good,
especially against a team as
talented as this Marauder team
was. The Hawk tie keeps them in

contention.
An impressive game was recorded by Jandre Semren with his
2 goals, and Ferdinand Krauss for
several key saves that gave the
Hawks a chance to tie the game.

THL warming up
by Morgan Goodwill
Cord Sports

Hawks tun away from Mac

players which can raise the play
of the team to produce creativity
on the field. The absence of a key
player such as this will be evident
when Laurier faces stiffer compe-

title. One noticeable change in the line-up is the absence of goalie Jason Shaw. However, this should
not stop this early favorite from making a strong
bid at retaining their tide.
VANCOUVER This season's Vancouver
squad has changed very little from last year. The
team's renewed enthusiasm combined widi consistent performances could make Vancouver a team
to watch for come play-off time. The team is going
to need strong performances from goalie Rob Kelly
and their captain Daryl Martinson if they hope to be
a contender this year.
OTTAWA Lead by captain Rob Hums, Ottawa will again be a thorn in a side for a number of
teams this year. Goalie Emerson Keung, now in his
sophomore season in the Tamiae Hockey league
looks to be sharp and ready for the challenge ahead.
The past performances of the Ottawa squad has
them marked as definite contenders for this year's
championship.
QUEBEC This team is deep in talent and captain Jaret Henhoeffer was quoted as saying "this
year we will win the league". There is a good
chance that the captain's comments can come true
as they have added the Junior C MVP Jeremy
Franks to their roster. Quebec will also be looking
for strong performances from goalie Dave Sinclair
if tJheir preseason prediction is to materialize.
EDMONTON This team was put together
from individuals who signed up without a team, so
little information available on this •team's ability.
Players who could prove to be very valuable are
rookies Sean Hodges, and Marc Richardson, as well
as sophomore Rob Waxman. Edmonton is this
year's mystery team so no one knows what to expect.
Come out and see the opening ceremonies on
Sunday, October 18th at the Bubble as Detroit and
Ottawa square off in the first game of die season.
Toronto and Quebec also start their seasons on Sunday while the rest of die teams play dieir first game
on October 22nd.
-

-

-

-
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Iron Hawk is nutrition
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is protein. More on that later.
Fats compose about 45% of
the North American diet. This
figure is far too high. On average
10-20% of your body weight is
fat. This level is more than
enough to store and help in the
synthesis of energy. The amount
of
dietary fat you take in should
by fraser kirby
Cord Sports
be kept to a minimum.
Students all too often fall into
It is not the horse that draws the the trap of fast food, taking in fat
cart, it is the oats.
rich foods such as pizza, chicken
-Russian Proverb
wings, hamburgers and the like.
This dietary fibre is able to create
a tremendous amount of enerNutrition is a down right gy(albeit inefficiently). Because
enormous subject and like so your body synthesizes energy
many areas of thought on fitness twice as readily as carbohydrates,
there exists as many points of much of it is stored as fat
view as there are experts. What deposits.
I.H. will try to do is give some
An increase in body and
simple ideas about the backdietary fat is a contributing factor
ground of nutrition. The final dein heart, lung and kidney diseases
cision about what you eat and as well as hampering your fitness
drink is always yours because goals.
you know what makes you look
Carbohydrates make an exand feel your best.
cellent alternative to the fat in our
Nutritional balance is an esdiet. Carbs are the number one
sential part of fitness. All the time fuel for the body. They are easy
in the world can be spent "pumpto digest and form readily availing up" with no result because of able energy. Carbs are basically
a diet poor in protein, a diet high the sugars(saccharides) our body
in fat or a diet ruined with drugs uses to produce glucose which
and alcohol.
becomes energy quiet easily. ExThe energy supply to your cess glucose is stored in a relabody is determined by your tively compact fashion inside fat
calorie intake, calories being a as glycogen.
basic unit of measuring energy
The most complete and
potential. But! all energy is not healthiest carbs are the complex
created equal. Your body will carbs(polysaccharides) such as
recover energy from 2 main pasta, legumes and most fruit. An
sources, fats and carbohydrates. increase in these foods with a
Another important dietary factor reduction in fat intake should ac-

company any fitness program,
even when the goal is to gain
weight. The days of the three
steak a day body-builder are over.
Proteins are the building

blocks of new and healthy muscle, tissue and hormones (including testosterone). Proteins are
made up of 22 different amino
acids of which the body can easily synthesis 13. The other 9 "essential" aminos must be consumed by food or supplement.
These essential aminos can
only come from complete
proteins such as milk and meat or
better yet, a combination of in-

I
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ercise can be for naught if the pitfalls of drugs and alcohol are not
avoided. It is unrealistic to assume that university students will
cease to drink because they are on
an exercise program. However,
be aware that excessive drinking
slows your metabolism, increases
body fat percentage, interferes
with protein manipulation for the
growth of new tissue and slows
the production of tyosin in muscles while increasing lactic
acid(see I.H. #2). Drinking
responsibly and less often will increase your overall level of fitness and health.

Talk
14th at the University of Western Ontario in
London and then on Saturday they are home to

Women's Soccer
The women's soccer Hawks gained an all important tie in the tough OWIAA as they played in a
tight, exciting match against a good Mac squad.
McMaster scored early and dominated the
Hawks for the first ten minutes of the contest. However, the Hawks slowly regained their momentum
and by the second half were clearly dominating the
play.
Sonya Ritcey, the Hawk goal keeper, made a
great save to keep the Marauders from going up
two goals late in the second half. Sandy Goegan
was guarding the goal line all game and she was
outstanding. The Hawks rallied behind these great
defensive efforts and scored the tying goal with less
than five minutes left. Striker Helen Stoumbos
scored her fourth goal of the year.
The tie gives the Hawks an important point and
also hands the defending Canadian champs their
first tie of the season. The women's soccer team
seems to be peaking at the right time and are gearing up for the OWIAA and CIAU championships.
The Hawks are next in action on Wednesday the

Waterloo.

Hockey
On the weekend the Hawks participated in the
Oktoberfest Tournament here in Waterloo. The
team won one and lost two, however they were all
close contests that could have gone either way.
In the first game WLU lost to the Windsor Lancers 4-3 as Mark McCreary, Brent Selman, and
Mike Dahle all scored for the Hawks.
The second game saw the Hawks come out on
top of a 4-3 score against the York Yeomen. Mark
McCreary played a great game as he tallied a hat
trick and Chris George chipped in a goal of his
own.

The final game resulted in a heartbreaking 6-5
loss to the University of Toronto in overtime. Mark
McCreary, Mike Dahle, Craig Boyce, Kevin Greco,
and Chris George were the Hawk Goal scorers.
The Hawks continue to tune up for the regular
season as they take on the Western Mustangs in
London on Friday night.
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per day.
Of course, all this diet and ex-
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complete proteins such as beans
(especially soy), corn and starches(potatoes) and fish.
Massive protein intakes by
supplements or heavy meat diets
should be avoided because of fat
intake and increased damage to
kidney and liver.
Another important dietary
consideration is water. Water is
one of the most important components of life and health. Constant hydration during a workout
is essential as well as the consumption of 8-10 glasses of water

x

Head Lettuce

Frozen Regular or Pulp free

start your school year off right
with Zehrs. You can count on us
to save you time and money.
Why shop around
when the value is right here!
Prices

effective

Oct. 19-Oct. 24.

/
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McCain Orange Juice
O
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XyC

Pure

Olinda Apple Juice

Vi hM

Quia

Vanilla, Chocolate, Lemon or Fudge Marble

fresh

Pork Side Ribs

Sara Lee Layer Cakes

1.49b
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X-Country team endures Hawk of the Week
by Nathan Cullen
Cord Sports
The Laurier Cross Country team was out braving the elements yet again this holiday weekend at
the University of Western Ontario. Just about the
time most of us were considering the virtues of a
real meal in the comforts of our homes, six members of the team were toughing it out over the challenging, but fast, six K course.
Once again Laurier placed well as a team (third
among universities) which was due to some exceptional individual performances. Jeff Beach led the
way by placing tenth among university athletes and
was backed up by the performances of Pete Kingdon, Jeff Seaby, Jeff Shortt, Andrew France, and
Mike Donia who swept the 16th through 20th spots

respectively.
This was a remarkable performance by die team
members were forced to opt out of compemany
as
tition due to various injuries and thoughts of
Thanksgiving dinner. There was also a tragic lack
of good woodchips.
A particularly unusual phenomena is developing
in this year's team that hasn't been seen in a num-

ber of seasons and deserves some notice. In previous years there was little difficulty for any relatively serious runner in making the top seven spots
on the team (only the top seven are allowed to run
at the provincial finals). Coaches Ray Koenig and
Les Roberts rarely had to make too many difficult
decisions in this respect.
This year's squad marks an important turning
point for the running program here at Laurier as the
last few spots on the squad will be hotly contested

for.
For other teams in Ontario this may go as a
forgone conclusion, but for Laurier this is only a
recently returning event. Of course, this does not
mean that this year's team will be pushing any of
the major schools in Ontario (that regularly go on to
become national champions at the CIAU meet), but
it is to say that a certain measure of respectability is
being earned when we compete.
Respectability is essential in the building of
great teams and in this regard Laurier is showing all
the signs of an up-and-coming threat in the Ontario
running season.
And in the immortal words of Coach Koenig,
"Don't go out too hard or YOU WILL DIE!!!
...

looking to lead the Hawks back to
the Sky Dome come November.
Bill was also named OUAA
athlete of the week for his outstanding play on Thursday
Sandy Goegan
Soccer
Sandy is a third year business
student from Windsor. In the October seventh contest versus the
defending national champs and
league leading McMaster
Marauders. Sandy made a key
defensive play by stopping a shot
Kubas
on the goal line. The Hawks then
Bill
Football
batded back to even the score and
This third year quarterback hand Mac their first tie of the seafrom Brampton had his most effi- son.
cient day as a Hawk passing the
football on Thursday night. Bill
was 29 of 35 for 426 yards and
six touchdowns. Kubas was an
important element in the Hawks
80-14 drubbing of the McMaster
Marauders.
Kubas led the Hawks up and
down the field over and over
again as the Hawks sent a message to the rest of the league. Bill
played a major role in last year's
national championship and is

Hawk fencer wins

by Evan Balley
Cord Sports
The past weekend saw some world class fencing action in The
Heroes tournament in London Ontario. There were thirty-nine competitors competing for the crown, which was eventually won by
Laurier student Michael Demetriadis. He defeated George Lesko of
Cleveland to claim the John Labatt Trophy.
The tournament which has been in existence for thirty-eight years
has not seen a Canadian crowned champion in nine years. Congratulations are in order for Michael's fine effort, and good luck in all
up coming events.

Hawks down Stangs

by Eric Green

gjI

ENJOYMEMT 101
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Principles of Good Taste

"v

m Course Outline
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Through field trips to local McDonald's Restaurants, students will
gain an appreciation for just how good Pizza can be. Extensive
tasting will focus on the importance of the best possible
ingredients, a perfectly-spiced tomato sauce and a crisp,
delicious crust, all perfectly-baked in McDonald's
revolutionary ovens in five minutes or less.
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Things picked up after the
first intermission. The Hawks
jumped out in front two to zip on
goals form #23 Smitty Kulafofski
and #18 Andrew Wood.
Western countered a minute
later with a quick goal. At 9:35 of
the second period, both teams
switched goalies with #1 Jeff
Laceby coming in for the Hawks.

responsible for the sloppy plays.

wj™ ™£coupo* "i

Buy"One" ~"■

i

In pre-season hockey action
last Wednesday, the Hawks
defeated the visiting Western
Mustangs 3-2. The game was an
opportunity to test out new
players and see how they performed with the veterans.
During the first period the
Hawks showed poor playmaking
skills as Western had control of
the puck for most of the period.
Strong goaltending by #30 Mike
Crawford kept the game score-

less.

/

Students are invited to use the coupons below to conduct
independant field research.

Sports

The Hawks looked a lot
stronger in the second with better
puck control and some good
checking. Throughout the game
they were tough along the boards
and in the corners.
Early in the third, Kulafofski
scored his second of the night,
making it three to one. Western
wouldn't lay down and die, however, and came back within one
on a goal at 7:35.
That was as close as they
would get despite pulling their
goalie with a minute left in the
game.
The game gave the new and
returning players a chance to
work together. It also gave the
coaching staff an opportunity to
evaluate first-year hopefuls. According to Head Coach Wayne
Cowing, "We're not down to our
final team yet." He went on to say
that the small ice surface at
Memorial Arena was partly

2
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a McDonald's
Personal Size
Pepperoni Pizza
EuS
offer.

Present this coupon when ordering.
Not valid with any other
Redeemable at any McDonald's in Kitchener-Waterloo.
Expires: November 1, 1992.
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How could you miss?

photo by Chris Skalkos
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Scoreboard
L
W
0
5
1
4
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
14
0
5

GP
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Team

TORONTO Blues
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
GUELPH Gryphons
WESTERN Mustangs
WATERLOO Warriors
MCMASTER Marauders
WINDSOR Lancers
YORK Yeomen

Pts
10
8
6
6
4
4
2
0

I

I

GP
5
5
5

Team
YORK Yeomen
CARLETON Ravens
RMC Redmen
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
BROCK Badgers
TRENT Nationals

W

L

4

1
1

4
3
2
13

4
5
4

14
4

0

Team
BROCK Badgers
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
GUELPH Gryphons
WINDSOR Lancers
WATERLOO Warriors
MCMASTER Marauders
WESTERN Mustangs

Pts
10
8
6
2
2
0

Team
MCMASTER Marauders
WESTERN Mustangs
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
GUELPH Gryphons
WATERLOO Warriors
WINDSOR Lancers
BROCK Badgers

I
I
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Bikini ContesI Thursday, October 22, 1992
-

PTS
10
10
10
8
6
6

W
L
T
0
7
1
11
4
3
3
2
1
3
3
13
2
0
4
2
0
5
2

Pts
15
9
9
7
4
2
2

4

GP
8
6
8

7
6
6
7

Upcoming Football Games:
GUELPH Gryphons at YORK Yeomen (Thursday, Oct. 15)
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS at WATERLOO Warriors (Saturday, Oct. 17)
WESTERN Mustangs at TORONTO Blues (Saturday, Oct. 17)
WINDSOR Lancers at MCMASTER Marauders (Saturday, Oct. 17)

I

'

7
8
8
8
7
8
8

T
W
L
4
12
14
3
14
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
13
4
2
15

Football Results:
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 80, MCMASTER Marauders 14
WESTERN Mustangs 59, WINDSOR Lancers 9
TORONTO Blues 40, YORK Yeomen 3
GUELPH Gryphons 12, WATERLOO Warriors 8

Upcoming Laurier Sporting Events:
Hockey at Western (ex) (Friday, Oct. 16)
Men's Basketball vs Alumni (ex) (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Cross Country at Waterloo (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Rugby at Brock (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Women's Basketball vs Alunmi (ex) (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Men's Soccer vs Waterloo (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Women's Soccer vs Waterloo (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Women's Tennis at McMaster (Saturday, Oct. 17)
Men's Volleyball at Brock (ex) (Saturday, Oct. 17/18)
Women's Basketball at York (ex) (Tuesday, Oct. 20)
Men's Basketball at Ryerson (ex) (Tuesday, Oct. 20)
Hockey vs Ryerson (Wednesday, Oct. 21)

I fred Hale with
I Blackwater Draw
I Wed. 0<t. 21

GP

OUAA Women's Soccer West Division

OUAA Rugby Division II

at 8 pHt

NOT
HOME

OUAA Men's Soccer West Division

OUAA Football

I

13

Soorts

18, 1992

Friday,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TOP TEN MOVIE
RENTALS
1) BASIC INSTINCT
2) THUNDERHEART
3) NEWSIES
4) COLD HEAVEN
5) GLADIATOR
6) STRAIGHT TALK
7) THE POPE MUST DIET
8) PASTTIME
9) THE BEST OF JOHN CANDY
10) MY COUSIN VINNY
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It's eleCtion time agatn P-.............................................~

Welcome to the Cord's by-election feature. On October 26, we want
you to make an informed vote. All platforms are printed as they
were received- spelling and factual errors are not corrected.
The Student Publications candidates have once again been
acclaimed, so you don't have to worry about voting for them. Not
that anybody cares, but we let them have room in the feature
anyways.
At last count there were eleven candidates for the two Students'
Union board positions. Keep in mind that the candidates are
running for the Board of Directors- not the Board of Governors
and that there is no such thing as a Board of Director, there are
only members of the Board.
Keep these platforms in mind when the open forums come around.
Two of these candidates will be running your student government
and they had damn well better know what they are talking about.

I

Marc Bardwell

Laurier Students,
My name is Charli
Angelakos and I am one of
In my opinion, this pretty well
candidates seeking your
up the responsibilities of the
in the BOD by-election on Monof Directors. That is, to
day October 26th.
·~··~~·- that what YOU, the stuPresently I am in my second
don't like gets CHANGED,
year of Political Science. I've had
to ensure that what is good
experience with several organiza, stays GOOD! If you
tions both on and off campus.
to see action in either direcyear I was on First Year
then it is essential that you
.L,.,u •• Lil. Through this I feel I
the best possible people to
as your VOICE to the governhave a good knowledge of
the Student Union works
bodies of this university.
the issues it is presently facing.
s where I come in.
This year there are many
My name is Tracy Armstrong,
ssues which we as a S ......,o~•• nd i'm in my third ye
will be facing. Two of
ychology and Business)
issues are funding fo
.,.,.,,,...""''s Stadium and recomWhat are my qualifications
the B.O.D.? EXPERIENCE. I
endations on the expanworked within the Students'
sion/renovation of our Students
Union Building. Before any decifor 2 years. I undlers'tan<ll
sions are made on these issues we
it operates as a whole; I
students must be consulted
the lines of communication
aware of all the details. BeI know the issues. Therefore,
fore we vote on these issues
also know how to get things
through a referendum we m
know what effect our final decisions will have on us and
school.
As your representative I will
with you, so that tno•Pth,,rl
the BOD and the Student Body as
whole can make decisions which
will ultimately affect all of us. I
hope I can count on your

..Students' Unio

Being a first year student and a
newcomer to the Students'
Union, I feel that I can bring
about a new perspective to the
Board. Even though I'm new to
the Students' Union, I have had
much experience in Studen
Government in the past few
years. There are several issues
that should be addressed by the
Board such as Apathy in the Students' Union; all students at
Laurier are members of this corporation and all should get involved to make use of it. An ob·ective of the Students' Union
should be to ensure that all Students are safe on campus at all
times as security on campus is a
growing problem. Relations between our two corporations, the
Students' Union and Student Publications is very important and
communication between the two
is essential so that they can work
together to make the best of both
corporations. As a member of the
board, I know that I wouldn't be
able to change everything myself;
however, by showing initiative
and working with others I believe
that effective changes can be
made and I will try my best to
represent all Students' interests
and needs.

Wilfrzd Laurier University

1

STUDENTS' UNION
ProHdin i"r Jhe needs of students

q

'

Ryan Genys

Hi there! On Oct. 26 there are 2
things to do-vote for the future of
Canada, and vote for the future of
the Students Union. Here's the issues I would like to tackle:
l)TOO MUCH RED TAPE!
Something must be wrong if we
preregister for classes, but get
here in September to find that we
dido 't get them all. Then we must
go all over the school for days to
get signatures from profs who
spend 2 hours/week on campus.
2)VOLUNTEER POSITIONS!
It's bad enough to get turned
down for a job in which you get
payed-but it's even worse when
you get turned down for a position which is not even payed in
the school that WE and our
parents own. Why not use
EVERYBODY who's interested
in volunteering and do something
for the community.
3)KEEP SCHOOL RATES
DOWN!
4)SEAGREAM STADIUM!
When are we going to vote on
this issue. It's alot of money to be
spent to not give our opinion.
5)FUNDRAISING! Why do
some priveleged groups get a lot
of the money raised.
These are just a few of the issues.
MY CANADA INCLUDES
WLU AS THE #1 UNIVERSITY
IN CANADA-LET'S START
NOW! VOTE RYAN GENYS!!

Peter Hearty

As your newly elected Bo
of Governor I plan to utilize ·
school's full potential.
For starters we have the #I
football team in the country, y
we do not have the stadium
reflect this calibre of play. I
elected I will push forward the
plans to renovate Seagram
Stadium. With this awesom
team, the potential to genera
revenue is massive, the only thing
left to do is revamp the stadium
and market the team.
Recently spacing in the Stu·
dent Union building has become
an issue. If elected I will push
strongly to have l.his problem ex·
amined, and will push to have
plans in the making within
months.
For years the Board of Direc·
tors have been comprised o
mainly upper year students. This
makes it difficult for first year
students to put their ideas forward
to the Board. If elected I will
keep open all communication
lines between the Board and first
year students. I strongly believe
that every student is important to
this university, not just the senior
students.
This position is important to
ll people, and if elected I will
nsure that the people who put
e there will not be swept under
a mat.

Jeff Nugent

Kerrl Mccartney

Hi there! My name is Jef
Nugent and I am a second year
Honours Business student. Yes, I
too am one of the many candidates running for the extreme
pleasure of being a Board o
Director. The excitement of being
able to read about the meetings I
have attended in the Cord overwhelms me and has caused me to
become a candidate. I feel that
the student body needs more than
'ust the "BORED WATCH" to be
informed on what is going on
within the student council. I am
getting involved so that I may try
to arouse the awareness of students to what is really going on
within our school. I would be
happy to represent you and hope
that I can serve you well.

3rd. Year Political Science from
Aurora, Ontario

At Laurier we are embarking
on an exciting future during
which strong leadership and gen·
uine interest in Student Affairs is
required for things to operate
develop smoothly.
I have been following
issues closely, and if elected
endeavour to make these ·
top priority.
STUDENT SERVICES:
Foot Patrol and PeerLine are
scheduled to comence this
and it is my concern that
services become available
quickly as possible. The Cord
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ake atl informed vote
Jim Lowe

Paul McQueen

Last year, I voted for a presi-,
dential candidate who represented
my views and concerns as a student. That candidate promised a
more democratic administration
which would be representative of
the goals of the student body. She
won the election. Unfortunately,
because of an uncooperative
board of directors, many of her
ambitions have been stunted before they were even given the
chance to begin.
Whether by fluke or by design, the current BOD is out of
touch with needs and concerns of
Laurier students. Some members
have hypocritically reversed the
me to put my experience
very promises that they
for you.
campaigned on. Others have arYour Student Union snuum• rogantly thumbed their noses at
sider your priorities i
us, refusing to justify decisions
~rPJOrities. That's why it's imporand forcing important discussion&
that we as Directors listen
"in.camera". A great number of
concerns and put them at
the rest have sat back comof our agenda. Here are issues placently and allowed -such things
see as important: Seagram fund- to occur.
full-membership of part-time
Laurier students deserve betl!lstudents, improved communica- ter government than they art
between students and the receiving. The BOD cannot con;J)tudent Union, continued im- tinue to disdainfully look around
'~vement of services. Let's talk. campus and declare that it alone
to this list. We need your in- will call the shots, without question by individual students or any
organization which may dare to
As a member of the Board
ll>irectors, I promise you dedica- analyze their decisions. Casting
openness, and enthusiastic your vote for Jim Lowe may not
,,....,rice. Vote for me and you will radically change the world, but it
be disappointed. On October will give Laurier students what is
make your choice: vote David ·ustly their's; accountable and
forB.O.D.
!representative l!Overnment

J

Hi-ho neighbour! It's that time o
year again where you listen to a
lot of promises and ignore most
of them. I'm a second year
Honours English/Admin. Option
student running for this year's
Board of Directors. I have been
actively involved in this school
playing on the Hawks Rugby
team, as a Bacchus Booster during Frosh week and participating
on various intramural teams. I
feel it's about time I gave something back to this school and this
would be a great way to do that.
My platform consists of two
primary ideas: Communication
and Safety. The question I have
heard most often this week is,
"What does B.O.D actually do?",
and I think that says enough right
there. As a dues paying member
of our Student's Union you have
the right to know what's going on
and to have your voice heard. A
booth such as the Cord operates
could facilitate this need.
During Frosh Week (and after
reading last weeks Cord!) it became apparent that despite the
great job done by WLU Security
it may not be enough. Steps must
be taken that Laurier students feel
secure enough to use this campus
according to their wishes and not
someone elses. GO HAWKS!

nt Publications

A History of
Student
Politics
(As Seen By
The Cord)
Elections, as with most
competitions, bring out the
best (and the worst) in all of
us. To pro~ our point, we'~
del~d
deeply into The
Cord's archi~s to tell you of
the merry world of student
politics past.

1
9
8

9

1
9.
9
0

1
It is with some pleasure that I introduce myself, Phill Kinzinger,
as one of your newest acclaim .
directors on the board of Stud J
Publications. Acclamation is
fine tradition of apathy
students, though I do :W .

see~e~r:ef~l~ ~f i

tant

'·· .

ooerationa~elopQ\e

)? name is Michael
and I was recently ac. to the W.L.U. Board of
· nt Publications. This term
office should be very interest-

:~ ~o!~a~~?~s ;~g~r::~;!.:
Union. I hope to see an agreement which includes financial
1tonomy for Student Publications. In addition, members
The Cord have been working on
new Constitution which the
Board will review in the near future. I'm looking foreword to my
term in office and if anyone has
any concerns with Publications,
feel free to see me.

9
9
2

Al Sttathdee sllaughten Tmis
opposition m tlhte Students'
Union JraCe for presD.dlem.t,
gamerin~ 4 77 out of 900 wtes
cast. His nearest oppoJment
scored 262 wres. The Students'
UJmion adopts tlbte "director at
llaJrge" system, albandoning the
pre-Wow system of electing
dlirect.ors 1by faruJlty.

&almdlai rages as umidentlified
people
rustrilbute campaign
post.en tJme morning of ellectiom
mstructmg 1b1ll!SIDess smdtents to
vote for candlidlates enrolled m
the lbumness program. §tm.rt
JLewis is elecredl p~resident of tfu.e
Sruden~' Umon 1by a-margilm of
392 wtes. Canriowly, slhtuttiumg
dloWlll The Cord is not part of
JLewfts' pllatform...
Clhuristina Craft ns elected
president of time Stlllldents'
UnioJm, md is confirmed after li li
- yes,. li 1 - ap~. §mdent
lP'tullblicatiom has llts first pulbllic
election tlbis ye2.11.".
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Have a Question?
Fill out a FEEDback Form from
Info Centre/Centre Spot Hallway
All questions will be answered and
posted on Concourse bulletin board
and/or the CORD.
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'Singles'
in Seattle
...page 21

REM doesn't
disappoint
page 18

asitn jenifr

entertainmentefeizalvntdrom:

r-UPcfcJCOMING— Laurier musicians play for AIDS
The Music Man is at the Centre in the Square for
five shows from the fifteenth to the seventeenth. For
tic info call 578-1579.

by Billy Bowens and
Heather Maeers
No one at Laurier University
cares about AIDS.
If that's not true then it sure
seemed that way at the Students'

Ex-Triumph frontman Rik Emmett is at Stages on
the seventeenth.
Noisy, angry, dark and downright ugly, KMFDM
bring down Fed Hall on the nineteenth.

Union AIDS Walk-a-thon and
benefit concert in the Quad, on
Sunday the fourth.
It was a great idea volunteer
walkers would get pledges and
then stroll through downtown
Waterloo and Kitchener all to
benefit AIDS research and education. Then they would be entertained at the end of their hike by
four groups from the Laurier
Musicians' Network for the remainder of the afternoon while
munching on complimentary hot
dogs, hamburgers and pop.
Unfortunately, it didn't happen that way. There couldn't
have been more than fifty people
at a time lounging in the Quad,
and that included all of the band
members. As lan Torres, bassist

The Princess Cinema hosts an evening with Scott
Merritt on 0ct.22.

-

54:40 are back to play Stages on the twenty-ninth.
Moxy Fruvous are also at U of Wj Humanities
Theatre on the twenty-ninth. 0000, I feel young

again.

Canada's hottest underground band, Sloan, are at
the Bombshelter on the twenty-second.
Barney Bentail plays Stages on Nov.s.

Country ho-daddy Joe Ely plays the Elmocambo

0ct.27.
The Throwing Muses are at Lee's Palace that
same night.

Matthew Osborne kisses

*

for Prax For Rain summed it ud:

"It seems strange that on such a beautiful day, for
such a good cause, with all these great bands and
free food, nobody wanted to come out." (Actually,
those who didn't do the walk or played in a band
payed $2 for a pop and food, but it was being give
away at the end of the day since no one was there to

The Shamen with Utah Saints are at RPM on Oct.
25.
On the same night, Daisy Chainsaw play the Opera
House.

buy it.)

Ballet guy Mikhail Baryshnikov (?) is scheduled to
split, spin and do that tights thing at the O'Keefe
Centre Dec.6 &7.

Oh yeah, the bands. Fabulous. Those lucky
enough to attend were treated to talented acts playing on a superb sound system, generously provided

at a cut rate by the friendly souls at Sherwood
Music. Matthew Osborne and his 12-suing guitar
took the stage first and did some mighty fine "picking and grimacing" as he put it.

And so you know: Laurier might be blessed with an
appearance by thrash-and-glam gods Moxy
Fruvous. Frank Sinatra is putting out a sixteen-cd
box set this month. Expect new discs from Asia, Go
West and a tribute to Joni "/'m-a-has-been"
Mitchell this month. Sinead o'Conner sure could
use some nookie.

A quite touching moment occurred as Matt performed a solo a cappella piece entitled "Follow

You" dedicated to all the AIDS victims of the past.
His finale "Who Can Do You Right" brought a
strong round of applause. (Well, it was as strong as
it could get for fifty people).
Next up were Pray For Rain, who basically
started with the energy level at 11 (yes, like Spinal
Tap) and never let go.
Free Time had the next spot and made the most
of it. With Matthew Osborne at the helm, the a
cappella group did a good, if not completely air-

tight set.

ARTIST, (1912-

)

f

shoes.
The size 108 he cannot
recover becomes the lost slipper
to help a female prince, T.V.
journalist Gale Gayley (Geena
Davis), find her Cinderella. Arm
still in a sling, she searches for
the mystery man who carried her

The jury is still out on the impact and relative accomplishments of the American Abstract
Impressionist movement, but as

by Jennifer Epps
Stephen Frears' latest film,
"Hero", opened in theatres as

in the most prestigious museums

DL

,i

ii±->n\

.

worry about from his detractors

p Overheard

"The historical male condition is one of deceptive
coercion and violence and the women's fate is too
often one ofresignation and silence"
"Typical Male", a song by Consolidated

continued on page 19

Hero shows its influences

i—Recommended —i

JACKSON POLLOCK;
AMERICAN ABSTRACT

microphone
pie: Jo-Ann Juiien

—

headlines announced and disP
747 crash into
an Amsterdam apartment highrise. But the movie would have
seemed timely even without the
eerie echo. It's a slick, thoughtful
American fable (directed by an
imported Brit) that is both modern and reminiscent of Frank
Capra pictures from more than
fifty years ago. Frears is usually
the master of grunginess, as viewings of "My Beautiful
Laundrette", "Prick Up Your
Ears", and"The Grifters" will affirm. "Hero" finds an intelligent,
poignant middle-ground--it's
Capra shivering

in the cold.

The petty thief who serves as

protagonist isn't even a spectacular criminal. Bemie Leplant
(Dustin Hoffman) is a pickpocket and a fence for stolen
goods. He shuffles around,
weather-beaten and stoopshouldered, like a night-foraging
animal. "Keep a low profile.
That's my motto." He rarely surfaces from the depths to exert his
visitation rights and see his adoring son (James Madio). He isn't
up to it.
Nothing in Bernie's life has
turned out well. He is even unfortunate enough to have his car
stall on a bridge just as an aircraft
nose-dives in front of him. Slowly and grumblingly, Bernie rescues the passengers. Then he
wanders off to find his $100

from the burning wreck. Gale has
been waiting years for a
heartwarming story like this to
shake off her cynicism.
Naturally-she's the Jean Arthur
character.
What's clever about David
Webb Peoples' script (and the initial treatment by Alvin Sargent
and Laura Ziskin) is that Bernie is
no Mr. Deeds or Mr. Smith. His
larcenous fingers itch even in the
middle of the rescue. Andy Garcia's wide-eyed, gentle John Bubber is more like Capra's principled simpletons. And yet John is
an impostor who makes millions
from his dishonesty. In other
words, what we have here is ambiguity.
Frears doesn't belittle the
hyped-up crowds enamoured with
"the Angel of Flight 104." He accepts their need to be inspired by
something outside themselves, no
matter how illusory: "Where have
you gone, Joe Dimaggio?/ A nation turns its lonely eyes to you."
Certainly the film has a satirical
edge, and it revels in the

continued on page 19
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REM refreshing to say the least
thing gets and the songs come
across as very refreshing to say
the least. Frank Rosoiino would
be proud.

by Jeff Squire

Automatic for the People is
the negative of what former
R.E.M. albums such as DocuI assume the band has no outment and Life's Rich Pageant
standing debts and a little more
have offered us. The album is
pride since we arc not hold
very much acoustically based and
musically introspective but is hostage to such embarrassments
void of the lyrical abstraction of as "Stand" or "Shiny Happy
People" on this album. Likewise,
earlier R.E.M. albums.
Many of the songs arc quite (and thankfully) there are no
reminiscent of "fretless", REM's token collaborations with
contribution to this summer's Un- enemies of entertainment SuCft as
Georgia rapper, KRS-1. We can
til the End of the World" soundtrack. Often the instruments will only hope that this will mean an
end to a less than memorable
tend to run somewhat sporadically through a choppy 'delivery of honeymoon HEM has had with
whatever lead sinl&ff, Michael AM radio in recent years.
Stipe has on his mind during that
Once again, the band has
particular take. However, everyopted out of supporting the album

Consequently, like last
year's Out of Time L.P., they
hired a host of session players to
implement string arrangements

to question, however, why there
is a herd of violins and violas
backing the chorus. More than a
little inappropriate and kind of ir-

into various tracks.
The album opens with the
brilliant and elusive "Drive"
which quickly establishes the
flavour of Automatic. The ram-

ritating.
One of the most interesting
and original cuts on the L.P. is
"Sweetness Follows". This is a
dark song about death complete
with a haunting cello and a heavy
drape of feedback that slowly
drags its way through the song.
If one can overlook the fact
that Stipe coldly victimizes the
listener by levying his Elvis Presley impression on them, then one
will enjoy the light- hearted "Man
on the Moon" in which Stipe uses
Andy Kaufman as his platform to
list his favourite board games.

on tour.

bunctious "Sidewinder Sleeps
Tonite" is one of the few upbeat
and great songs on the album.
The Hammond organ that swims
through the track beautifully
high-lights all aspects of the song.
Despite the fact that Stipe tries to
hit notes in the song he has no
right reaching for, the organ pro
vides stability and protects the
cohesiveness of the track. I have

The second last track,
"Nightswirnming", is a lazy ballad delivered over an oscillating
piano that exemplifies the melancholy approach the band took
with the whole album; The song
leads quite smoothly into the
closing track, "Find the River",
which is probably the album's
strongest off ering. Like the opening song "Drive", the posture of
the track is difficult to define. It
moves from a sleeping blur to a
fully backed chorus that captivates the listener and ends the
olid note.
ijbun
All in all. a mild abase of the
word "baby", but still a herculean
effort from a band that has
stumbled on occasion but has yet
to disappoint its' audience.

Teenage Head's energy still intoxicating
by Steve Hodgson
Fifteen years ago, four young
men from Hamilton formed a
band called Teenage Head on the
heels of the punk explosion sur-

facing in England.

Surrounded

by much hype and controversy in

the early 80's, the Heads enjoyed
a huge following after the release
of their second and most successful album Frantic City.
Teenage Head's publicity
peaked after fans rioted following
a performance by the band at the
Ontario Place Forum more than a
decade ago.

pie: Steve Hodgson
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With the Head s spotlight
shining brightly, they were offered an American distribution
deal following the release of their

album Some Kind of Fun. The
deal stipulated that the band
change its name to Teenage
Heads to avoid potential wrangling over the sexual implication
of their original name. The band
accepted the deal, changed their
name and experienced sluggish
sales of their album in the States
and in Canada. Teenage Heads
setbacks continued throughout
the 80's with various line-up
changes and slow album sales although they have continued to
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tour.
The Heads brought their
latest incarnation of the band to
Stages Thursday, October 9th and
entertained their loyal fans with a
blast of nostalgia as they beltedout such classics as "Top Down"
and "Let's Shake".

The Godfather of Canadian
punk, original frontman Frankie
Venom, led the group through a
flurry of songs featuring their
patented garage-band approach to
their music.
One of the many highlights of
the concert was a cover version of
Eddie Cochran's "Summertime
Blues". The Head's energy was

intoxicating as they hammered
and stammered their way through
the tune.
Teenage Head sent the spectators into a head-banging frenzy
as Venom spit out "Some Kind of
Fun" while banging his tam-

bourine laboriously.
The band ended their inflamed set with a juiced-up rendition of "Disgusteen" which showcased Gordie Lewis's immortal
guitar solo.
Although Teenage Head are
getting older, fans of the band
hope they continue to cnurn out
their inspiring music for another
15 years.
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continued from page 17
ridiculousness of the media
circus. There is also an underlying theme of injustice. The homeless scrabble at the windows of
opulent establishments; we frequently see the poles of glamour
and squalor juxtaposed. On the
wall of Bernie's prison cell, a
scrawl of graffiti asks, "How
come Madonna is not my gurlfriend?" (sic) But "Hero" does not
turn nasty. It's about citizenship,
about everyone having a
birthright. Accused of blackmail,
Bernie bleats "I'm still a person!"
Now, although the plot of
"Hero" is quite absorbing and
fairly unpredictable, it could have
more of Gale in it. She is pretty
much jettisoned towards the end,
and we haven't learned enough
about her.
There are some casting problems as well. Joan Cusack is fine,
but she is much too young to
have married Hoffman, and their
son looks awfully Italian for their
blood. Chevy Chase is a loud,
monotone cipher as Gale's bosshas Jon Lovitz been coaching
him? At one point, pacing and
crying hysterically, Davis shows
how much more believable she is
than Chase, who only has to stand
still on the other end of the
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file pic
star slumming it.

Garcia fares better. His
character is both exotic and unsteady on his feet, it works. Kevin
J. O'Connor is colourful as a passionate camera-man forever
poeticizing his trade--"At moments like that you don't think
about yourself. You think about
the focus, you think about the Fstop." The rest of the supporting
cast is also unscathed: Susie
Cusack, portraying Bernie's
earnest attorney; Tom Arnold, as
his bartender; and Maury
Chaykin, as his scummy superintendent.
Frears was working with his
largest budget so far and production gave him a heart attack, but
he seems to have come out on
top. "Hero" isn't as quirky as his
previous efforts, but it has very
strong, expressive moments, a
boisterous sense of. humour, and
an over-all, controlled smooth-

ness. The plane crash is photographed entirely (by Oliver
Stapleton) as reflected light on
Bernie's windshield--we know
what has happened from
Hoffman's face. In another
memorable scene, John and
Bemie sit side by side on a hotel
ledge, discussing suicide,
philanthropism, and the meaning
of life. Frears and editor Mick
Audsley superimpose shots of the
anxious onlookers, giving the
flick even more of a thirties feel.
"Hero" ends on a freeze frame
of Bernie's confused kid staring
towards the camera. It mimics
Francois Truffaut's famous image
at the finish of "The 400 Blows".
Only, this child isn't trapped. It's
the perfect comic close. And the
audience, knowing how silly it is
to applaud celluloid, can't help
sputtering a few odd claps
anyway-somewhat heroically,
you may say.

"|

This coupon qualifies you for
a free rental, when you rent a
I software package of equal or
I' greater value at our Columbia
1 Street location.

J

If you, on the other hand, saw

either or both of the events, thank
you. You are giving Laurier
talent a chance and are also
giving to worthwhile charities.

—

I

I

They performed a number of
tunes off of their newly released
independent cassette and did
some cool, too obscure covers.
The band made a great closing set
for a great day for a great cause.

Hero absorbing, unpredictable

Worst of all, Hoffman appears
uncomfortable in his role.
Premiere reports he had trouble
with it; I'm sorry, it's obvious.
Not all the time, and not to such
an extent that his performance
isn't entertaining or moving. But
he never loses the aura of a movie

["

You Laurier students who
didn't have a legitimate excuse
not to participate on Sunday
should be quite ashamed of yourselves. Not only did you miss
some great Laurier talent, but you
all yet again demonstrated your
incredible apathy for an issue
which is supposedly your number
one concern on campus.

"I know you've been waiting
all day for this", announced The
Rising Sons' Jay Schneider upon
climbing the stage. Even if most
people in attendance didn't know
what to expect, they were glad
they waited.

phone.

We rent original
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software. Our
rentals are 3-day
and weekly, starting
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WLU's Lodolph set to give yet
another great performance

by Lucie Zima

Continuing over 40 years of
exceptional musical service to the
Kitchener-Water 100 region appears to be a breeze for Kitchener

Waterloo Musical Productions
Inc.(KWMP) with the opening of
The Music Man at The Centre In
The Square. With Alex Mustakas
as Mr. Harold Hill, Justin Black
as Winthrop Paroo, Terry Doyle
as Mayor Shinn, and WLU's very
own Deborah Ludolph leading
the way as Marian the Librarian,
KWMP proves once again why it

file pic
■

•

.*

is one of Canada's leading nonprofessional producers of musical
theatre.
The Music Man is the story of
a charming con artist (Harold
Hill) who revives the small town
of lowa in 1912 and gives the
townspeople the spirit and pride
they had appeared to have lost.
Intending to simply promise musical instruments and a marching
band to the children and parents,
then leave town as quickly as he
had arrived (only with their
money) Harold did not plan on
the likes of Marian the Librarian.
She "spoils" everything.
Marian doesn't buy into
Harold's charm and is determined
to expose him for the lying conman he is. Not until she sees the
joy, excitement and anticipation
the idea of a band brings to all the
townschildren, and especially to
her brother Winthrop, does she
decide to give him a chance. Because of Marian's love and belief
in Harold, he decides to change
his ways and for once try to love
and believe in something as well.
Deborah Ludolph is sure to
give a strong performance as
Marian due to her experience and
love of music and theatre. Having started at an early age with
recitations in her family's bay
window, Deborah's parents soon
took her to piano and voice lessons to keep building on the
talent she showed as a performer.
Continually playing the lead in
high school productions didn't

convince Deborah of studying
voice at University-at first. She
began studying medicine in
Toronto, but soon realized that
music was too big a part of her
and chose Laurier to continue her
musical studies.
David Falk enhanced the natural talent of her voice and Leslie
O'Dell inspired Deborah's

theatrical interests/ providing her

with the skills, tools and training
to approach musical texts successfully.
And successful she has been.
Deborah has been part of
KWMP for the past eight years
and has performed in Brigadoon,
South Pacific, Camelot, and
Carousel to name a few. Most
recendy she played Yum Yum in
Drayton Festival Theatre's summer production of the Mikado.
Deborah keeps busy teaching
singing at WLU and Conrad
Grebel, performing in an average
of two productions a year, keeping up with her piano as a classical recitalist, and raising her two
small children. With all that on
her plate, Deborah hopes to one
day direct theatrical productions
as well. Not for another ten years
though, she says. She enjoys performing too much now.
With performers such as
Deborah Ludolph, it's no wonder
KWMP has been as successful as
it is, and as an inspirational
teacher, Deborah can ensure her
students continue the musical tradition KWMP has established.

dear

Ouija

Dear Ouija,
I have just started living with my girlfriend and she has painted
my bathroom pink. Ordinarily I'm a pretty understanding, sensitive
guy...but I hate pink. How can I tell her this without coming across
like a macho A 1 Bundy-type fool?

Signed,
Blush and bashful

Dear Blush and bashful,
You have a very perplexing problem.
think you should share
your feelings with your girlfriend. You should always be honest and
open in a relationship. If you keep your pink pet peeve inside it's
bound to lead to brewing and bad feelings later on.
Love Ouija (aka the Pink Panther).
/

Dear Ouija,
I am the same 'nice guy' who wrote to you last year. Your advice
was so good I decided to seek it again.
As you probably remember from last year, girls always think I'm
such a 'nice guy' but they never go for me. They always go for the
'asshole type'. Anyway, will you please give me more advice on how
to be an asshole so babes will pick me up?
Thank you in advance for your kindness and wisdom.

Love,

Mr. Nice Guy
Dear Mr. Nice Guy,
Here are some more pick up lines that will give women the impression you are an asshole:
Nice clothes but I think they would look better on my bedroom
-

floor.
-

Your legs must be tired because they've been running through

my mind all night long
Are your parents thieves? Then who stole the sparkle out of the
stars and put it in your eyes
Do you know what time it is?
These may not get you 'picked up' but women will certainly think
you are an asshole!.
Yours till you get kicked you know where,
Ouija
-

-
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Singles on the Seattle Scene
by Tanya Saari
Love is a game
Easy to start
Hard to finish
It is my belief that a good
movie is one that leaves you with

something to think about.
"Singles" is no exception. It is a
poignant, funny, and sometimes
bittersweet film that makes you
look closely at life, yet doesn't
leave you with a bad taste in your
mouth.

for the record
by feizal valli

"y'know sometimes Isit at home and I
watch T.V. and I wonder what it would be
like to live some place like y'know, the
Cosby Show, Ozzie and Harriett. Y'know,
where cop's came and got your cat out of
a tree, all your friends died of old age. But
y'see, I live in south central Los Angeles
and unfortunately, SHIT AIN'T LIKE
THAT; IT'S REAL FUCKED UP."

For the record, few lyrics that
I've heard in the last twenty
months have been more poingnant or precise as the ones you've
just read.
Who sings these words of
wisdom? Bryan Adams? Extreme? The immortal Steve Miller? None of the above; the above
words are those of Ice-T, rap
demi-god and generally pissed off
person.
And when I say rap I don't
mean Vanilla Ice or M.C. Hammer or Bobby Brown. That's not
rap—it's an anglo-cised, middleclass mutation of real rap and it's
what everybody that says rap
stinks listens to in between
"Everything I Do, I Do For You"
and "Be My Yoko Ono".

w

Real rap is angry. Real rap is
ugly. What real rap talks about
are the social realities of living in
poverty, living in fear, gun law
and prejudice.
What it doesn't talk about is
how wonderful things are in the
world or how great the police are.
It won't talk about how effective
government is or how racial inequality is a thing of the past.
In short, real rap is about
reality.
For anyone who says that
bands like Public Enemy have
nothing to say-that rap itself is
trash-I can only offer this explanation; YOU'RE NOT LISTENING. That being said, you're not
only guilty of musical myopia but
a social myopia that is part and
parcel of the social ills that infect
daily life on this planet. You're
ignorant of the real world. You're
naive.
So go on, slap on "Peaceful
Easy Feelin'" one more time. But,
for the record, shit ain't like that;
it's real fucked up.

The story behind "Singles"
deals with the lives of two
couples struggling to make their
relationships work in today's
society. Linda (Kyra Sedgewick),
an outgoing environmentalist
(who drives a gas guzzler, by the
way), is recovering from a bad relationship when she meets Steve
(Campbell Scott), an up and com-

ing traffic control engineer. Naturally, sparks fly, but the two are
so terrified of making a mistake
that they can't tell each other
what they truly feel. Misunderstandings and a lack of communication are major contributors to
their "on again-off again" relationship.
The other pair involved are
Cliff (Matt Dillon), a struggling
musician who is unable to commit and express his feelings to
Janet (Bridget Fonda), his slightly
naive (but honest and gutsy)
neighbour who is working at a local coffee shop, saving up money
to go to school. After maintaining
a relationship that, truthfully, exists in name only, Janet finally
becomes fed up with trying to
hang onto Cliff. She ends the relationship and this wakes Cliff up
to the realization that he needs
her. Naturally, in true Hollywood
style, it's a happily-ever-after
ending for both couples.
All in all, "Singles" is an enjoyable movie, despite a few
corny lines or overly mushy moments. However, to its credit, the
film has several truly funny

OCTOBER 8-25

scenes to balance off the bittersweet ones, and is filled with
very believable and honest performances. "Singles" easily conveys several messages, including
the significant theme that runs

about yourself.
Director Cameron Crowe has
captured a slice of "twenty something" life and it's his belief in it
and affection for it that makes it
work. If this isn't enough, tack on
an amazing soundtrack that includes such names as Paul
Westerberg, Alice in Chains,
Pearl Jam, Screaming Trees,
and Jane's Addiction. Enough
said. Go see it.

through the movie of "you don't
know what you've got till it's
gone". Also, more impressively,
"Singles" manages to make the
viewer feel good, whether you're
currently involved in a relationship or not. "Singles"
demonstrates that yes, it is
wonderful to be in a solid, loving
relationship, but you don't have
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to be afraid of being alone either.
It is when you're alone that you
can be in complete control of
your life and be able to learn
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again, it is that fun-loving time of year when people pay incredible amounts of money
to celebrate the wonderful German tradition found in Kitchener-Waterloo. For those of you
who are newcomers, you are about to be sucked into the cultural abyss called Oktoberfest.
When I started my first year at Laurier, I was dying to live the experience of the real Oktoberfest. Little did I know that my precious dollars would be squandered on pure inconveniences and
rip-offs.
Misconceptions regarding Oktoberfest arise right from the moment you buy tickets. It is here
that the most memorable thing about Oktoberfest begins: line ups. Even after waiting in line
patiently for almost an hour, the last ticket to the event I wanted to go to was sold to the person in
front of me. What luck. Yet I still didn't learn my lesson. I ended up waiting in line... again.
Let me correct that. I stood in the freezing cold for at least another hour patiently waiting to
gain entry or pay double what any sane person would pay for scalped tickets. At this point I was
willing to pay extra not just to get into Oktoberfest, but simply to get inside.
Upon achieving entry, my friends and I found ourselves crammed into a hot, sweaty, and very
smelly arena along with half the population of Ontario. Relief at last, I thought as I began to thaw.
I discovered that it would actually be more convenient if you could stay numb for as long as
possible. This way you won't feel all the other happy beer drinkers stomping on your feet and elbowing you in the ribs.
When you actually make it inside, the coat check will probably be full. Either that or the line up
is immense and you are too impatient to get in another line. I spent the rest of the night lugging my
jacket around with me. Some people, however, are either smart because they don't bring a jacket or
really stupid because they think that it is cool to freeze.
By now I really needed to head for the beer line. Did I just mention another line? If you do find
the beer line, you end up with a plastic cup full of warm beer. So much for the highly promoted image of Oktoberfest beer in a nice, full, chilled beer stein. Being the impatient person that I am, I
bought two beers at a time. This shows your true dexterity as you juggle both the squishy plastic
cups and that -now seeming like- thirty tonne winter jacket you wore. Did I forget to mention that I
waited in line for at least another thirty minutes to get the damn beer?
Now I was left to figure out where the hell my friends were. If you are in this situation, you
might as well forget looking for them and just get back in the beer line. By the time you do find
them, most of your beer will be spilt and it will be time to get more anyway.
Of course, what would the night be without the killer "I gotta go really bad, so bad that it hurts"
bathroom line from hell? Not much. Unless you happen to be the person that really has to go. The
shortest line I was in last year was only a forty-five minute wait. A very painful wait at that. My
advice: buy your beer and head straight for the toilets.
Don't forget getting home, or needless to say, getting there. If you plan on taking a taxi, forget
it. Everybody and their brother plus their dog, their cat, their hamster... well, you get the point.
They all take taxis. You might as well rollerblade. It's a hell of a lot faster. Although I have never
rollerbladed while inebriated.
Okay, so maybe Oktoberfest isn't all that bad. I like beer nuts. I like polka. I like seeing
hundreds of people dressed in those damn green shorts and hats. But I have to honest, it is at one of
the most inconvenient times.
My guess is that Oktoberfest is the faculty's sweet revenge on students. Just when you think
those "Welcome Back" events for the Waterbuffaloes and Off-Cam Clubs were over, it's time to
sink yourself in more social enlightenment.
So when you are praying to the porcelain god at three o'clock in the morning and it suddenly
dawns on you that you have a midterm in a few hours and a paper due at four p.m., don't come
crying to me. I've been there, and it hurts.
This year I'm not going to any Oktoberfest events. I don't have the time, the patience, or the
money. I'll take my usual one night on the weekend to generally party, but at least I'll know what
I'm paying for. And if I'm getting my money's worth.
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those
of The Cord staff \ or its publisher, WLU Student Publications.
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Laurier's nose clean -- but
says to hell with ethics
Dear Editor,

Who wants to get involved? Random beatings
seem to be an all too common place today and following these unexplainable events is the almost
predictable sickening attitude of not wanting to gel
involved. I'm speaking specifically about the senseless beating of a Laurier student outside the
Athletic Complex last Saturday. Did someone see
what went on, has someone since learned who was
responsible for this brutality will they come forward and stand up for what is right? Time will tell
just how much integrity is still left.
Not only is this situation intolerable, but also
the alleged attitudes being expressed by Laurier administration are appalling. Is it true that the Dean
prefers to have the university and students work together to deal with the problem of increased
violence? This sounds like a transparent stance for
an organization to take and it seems to me as if they
believe their obligations to the students of Laurier
end at the classroom door. Stepped-up security is a
possible response they have got to be kidding! A
"possible"? What would a real response be?
—

There are
two separate is-

sues here but
they are connected by a
common point
and that simply
is courage. Is it
possible that
someone will

LETTER OF
THE WEEK

come lo understand the morality of the wrongness
that was done and come forward to offer informa-

tion about this meaningless attack? Well, we'll
have to wait and see. What I'm more interested in
watching is the action that Laurier administration
will be taking. So far it appears to be one of noninvolvement. Is this also a statement of courage.
Are they interested in keeping their nose clean and
to hell with morality and ethics. This is only the
first quarter of the school year, will it take a full
year and more beatings before some affirmative action is taken? Someone can make a difference and
who will be first?

—

Tara Cabak
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Helmets hamper freedom
Dear Editor,
As a university social sciences
student, a recent graduate of
Mohawk Colleges' Law and
Security Administration program,
and a former volunteer worker

with the Ministry of the Solicitor
General and the Ministry of Correctional Services, I have gained
much knowledge regarding some
of the overt operations within the
police, judicial and correctional
services. Although I still have
respect for these organizations, I
am writing with much frustration
and growing concern regarding
frightening trends taking place
within our protective services.
Trends brought on by a minority
of the upper class and individuals
abusing their appointed positions
of authority to satiate their addictions to domination while generating increased economic advantage. They recruit masses of
supporters through equivocation,
intimidation, the use of misleading statistics, propaganda, by concealing and completely ignoring
the studies and findings of the social sciences.
Let me first address the
misuse and abuse of our correctional institutions by a small, but
growing, number of criminal
court judges. Encouraged by an
intentionally misinformed public,
they justify the high cost and ineffectiveness of incarceration by
insisting on its importance as a
deterrent and necessary component of the rehabilitative process. With recidivism rates as
high as they are, 1 can hardly accept their assertions as factual.
Being cognizant of the fact

that we must protect society from
dangerous and violent individuals, I am not suggesting that we
abolish the prison system. I am
recommending that the courts
adopt more effective and cost efficient policies in dealing with
non-violent perpetrators. I find it
frustrating to see, as an example,
an impaired driver going to jail,
while one who has committed an
assault is sentenced to pay a small

fine.
Another group of government
officials whose motives I must
question,

are

those

who

responsibilities include creating
new laws and making decisions
regarding the severity of the
penalties which are to be imposed
upon the offenders. With total
disregard to public volition, individual preference, safety and the
ways of a true democratic
government, some laws are clearly the result of a despotic governments economic concerns. A
most distinct representation of
this theory is Ontario's
mandatory seatbelt legislation.
Have you ever seen a statistical
report quoting the number of
people injured or killed as a result
of their being held into place by
their vehicles restraining device?
Do you truly believe that it never
happens?
Mandatory legislation requiring cyclists to wear government
approved headgear is another perfect example, although I doubt if
anyone will die as a result of its
enactment. As an avid cyclist, I
wear a helmet because I believe it
is a wise choice. Part of what
makes Canada a great place to

live is having the freedom to
make such fundamental personal
choices.
A recent article stated that
twenty-nine cyclists, of an
estimated two million, had died
last year as the result of cycling
mishaps. Be aware of the fact that
there was no mention of whether
these deaths were the result of
head injuries. Although I am concerned, I can't agree that these
numbers justify additional legis-

lation.
Government officials, however, have much to look forward
to, in terms of financial gain, by
making bicycle helmets
mandatory. A substantial amount
of sales tax would be generated
through the forces sale of these
items. Bicycle helmets are expensive. Parents with small children could face a double jeopardy
if the law is passed. First you will
be required to purchase your children fitted helmets which they
will outgrow. As well, parents
may be held accountable for fines
or injuries which could result
when mischievous children ride
their bicycles without their helmets.
Presently my greatest concerns and fears for the future of
my personal freedoms with the
few obstreperous members of the

Metropolitan Police Association.
Through fear mongering and their
attempts to dismantle organizations such as the Police Services
Board and the civilian Special Investigations Unit, they threaten to
bring the entire Canadian police
organization into disrepute.
It annoys me to think that

Roasts lurk

Dear Editor,

Nine months ago, I decided not to become a
vegetarian. Nine months ago, I also decided not to
become a vegetable. I have found this amazingly
difficult, especially since the twenty pound roast in
my grandmother's fridge (which cost $260)
grabbed me and demanded that I become a carrot,
or at least a potato, to be served up with it on
Thanksgiving.
Now, people have a hard time imagining what it
would be like to be served up with a piece of meat.
I use the words "served up" because that's what
people usually do with vegetables. Serving up vegetables is just the way it is, and to stop serving up
vegetables is inconceivable for most of us.
However, I was sitting around with Mark's
friend bill, and he reminded me about how women
often get forced into being vegetables, and then are
used to merely adorn a piece of meat. He also
pointed out (needled me, really) about how our own

grandmothers were responsible for perpetrating the
enforced vegetablism. Well, my grandmother never
made me be a vegetable, no matter how big the particular piece of meat was. Believe me, this probably
was pretty difficult, because she never, in her whole
life, heard of a meatless spread.
All of this came to light as I listened to my
Meatloaf album, eating lamb chops.
Passing through the trial by fire that I faced with
my grandmother's roast, I was proud that I resisted
the temptation to become a vegetable. Not being a
vegetable, especially not being broccoli, can become a big part of your life, and I look forward to
the day when I will no longer be strong-armed by
huge roasts lurking in the depths of Grandma's
fridge. One day, as God is my witness, I will never
have to resist being a vegetable again.

Juanita Arkell
Fourth year impatience with useless twaddle
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•
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All letters must be submitted with the author's name, student identification
number and telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name, unless otherwise requested.
Letters must be received by Tuesday at 2:00 pm for publication in that week's
issue.
Letters must be typed, double-spaced and cannot exceed 400 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter, but will not correct spelling and
grammar.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter, in whole or part, that is in
violation of existing Cord policies, specifically letters which contain personal
attacks, or defamatory statements.
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there are some individuals
employed by our Police Services
whose personal obsessions with
the use of deadly firearms would
prompt them to launch an opposition campaign in response to the
simple request that they report
those occasions when they find it
necessary to draw their weapons.
The fundamental goal of the Police Services is to serve and protect, not to aim and fire!
However unfortunate, it is
most apparently necessary that

civilian organizations, designed
to regulate decisions made by
government services, are required
to protect our rights. Without
them, the various government
services originally designed to
protect those rights will eventually turn to taking them away.
Those of you who feel I am suffering from paranoid delusions
should first consult the history
texts.

Jim Skelton

Canada doesn't
include bigotry
Dear Editor,
Ah yes. Once again the ugly head of bigotry lifts itself out of the
cesspool that feeds it. The lack of intelligent thought that is put into
such statements as the one expressed by Lou Mastrangelo is truly
amazing. Quebec has as much right to be Canadian as you do Lou. In
fact I wonder if maybe it is you and your attitude that doesn't belong
here. Fortunately, you have the right to speak your mind in this country even if what your mind is telling you is unintelligent. Good thing
the French aren't saying "My Canada includes... everyone except Lou

Mastrangelo."

Ward Black
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Only God

is absolute

Dear Editor,
I was suprised by Pat Brethour's Retrospect article in the finely
produced Cord of October 8, 1992. I certainly agree that there are a
lot of buttheads about. And I certainly agree that freedom of speech is
a very important human freedom. What surprised me was the almost
vicious absolutism of Pat's invective against people who might voice
disagreement with Pat on the issue of freedom of speech. I don't believe that freedom of speech or censorship are absolutes. Only God is
absolute. Freedom of speech and censorship are relative ideas because fallible humjan beings have not yet achieved anything like perfection. Why would a butthead listen to anyone who began by hating
him or her? Pat's position ultimately stifles (censors?) the kind of
open discussion desired. I think that occurs because a relative idea
has been absolutized.
We need strategies of discourse that welcome and don't repulse.
Unfortunately, even for Pat, life has lots of "buts". It seems that
"buts" will always be necessary because when we reduce an aspect of
reality to an absolute we disconect it from a myriad of relationships
that sooner or later will clamour for a hearing. I think I have a fairly
tight case here, but I'm not absolutely sure about it. We always have
to step into a circle, only we ought to try not to make it a vicious one.
For better or worse, as a Christian Chaplain I have to love buttheads and intelligent people like Pat. Maybe I'll have to give up
using the term "butthead" although Jesus did call some church leaders
scurrilous names.

Graham E. Morbey
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Caffeine
Consciousness
I

Mark

Hand

say you can take your

LSD and keep it back
with the hippies. I'll
stick with my bohemian coffee,
thanks.
Illegal drugs are highly overrated, in my esteemed opinion.
No, the legal buzz one can get
from a simple cup or twelve of
coffee will do the trick nicely.
You can smoke your pot if
you really want, I'll just drink
mine.
Besides, if Jimi asked me if I
was experienced, I'd say yes...but
it makes me throw up. I guess it's
just the conscience of my body
keeping the substances I put into
it legal.
Take right now, for instance.
As I write this, my veins are
pumped with so much caffeine,
I'm finding it really hard to keep
from dancing a jig on the key-

board.
Isn't it odd, that when one
wants to stay alert one consumes
vast amounts of coffee, which not
only makes it impossible to focus
on anything for longer than it
takes a sixteen year old boy to
have sex, but it constantly disrupts your doing whatever it is
you have to be alert to do because
you're constantly getting up to
piss like a race-horse?
Hmmm, reading that over I
see it also leads to terrible run-on
sentences.
I'm not looking forward to the
shakes I'm going to have when
the DT's kick in. Oh well, it'll
make masturbating easier.
Oh my, am I allowed to say
that in print? My pal Bill tells me
I might get in trouble, but oh

well, what the hell. I mentioned

whatever it is I was discussing

drugs in my first sentence so as
long as I avoid really taboo stuff
like...never mind.
What sounds better, "I would
like a cup of tea if it's not too
much of a bother, thank you," or
"Coffee, black"? You get my

discussing.
I'd better stop now, before I
start making sense. Or have a
beer to clear up my thought pat-

drift.
Goodness gracious, my spelling really sucks right now, I
guess it has something to do with
not really being able to hit the
keys I want to, what with my
thoughts racing several lines
ahead of my hands, but hopefully
you'll never know because my
esteemed editor, as long as he
doesn't axe this altogether, will
do his job right for once and edit
this for spelling. But he likes coffee a lot so I think he'll let this
one slip by.
I could write more on this, my
favourite of all topics right now,
but I really have to go take a pee
so...wait a minute. Why do we
say "take a pee" when really we
mean "leave a pee"? I mean, how
often do you walk out of the 100
with a little tub of urine? No, you
definitely leave them. It?
Goodness gracious, what a
pedestrian thing to discuss. Like
you really care about my digestive functions? But then again,
from what I am led to understand,
most of you don't really care
about most of the other things
printed in this, your official and
only student newspaper, so what
good does it do to discuss it?
I suppose it could do a lot of
good if we discussed it more, but
then again no one ever really does
because whenever people sit
down to discuss it they end up
doing it over coffee and then
can't think straight what with all
the caffeine flowing through their
veins (not enough blood in the
caffeine system?) and then don't
ever get around to discussing

Editor's note: Mark, Mark. Don't
ever worry about one of your
pathetic polemics making sense.
And I seriously doubt that the
frazzled neurons that comprise
your 'brain' (as it were) could
ever be cleared up. This column
is a remarkably good argument
for outlawing caffeine. I've always had the feeling that Hand's
personality was chemically in-

terns.

duced, so if coffee was banned,
perhaps he would collapse into a
lobotomized heap. If 0n1y...
Anyways, all dreaming aside
Hand has done it to me once
again. "Let's go for a coffee," he

said. "I'll even buy." The prosof Hand shelling out for anything excited me immensely. This
rare opportunity could not be
missed. So down to Wilf s we
went for a cup of java, a mug of
joe, a bunch o' beans, a pot of
mud...you get the idea. But the

pect

sneaky little caffeine hound
slipped me the caffeine equivalent
of a mickey I got expresso in
my king-sized coffee cup, instead
of a normal cup of soothing coffee. So, to hear Hand natter on
about the perils of drugs...well, I
just wish I had a big butcher knife
so that I could really take advantage of the massive case of the
shakes I have right now. If I could
figure out how to delete a file before it was ever written, your
byline would never soil my precious Comment pages again.
You're the dregs of the pot, Hand.
If you were coffee, you'd be a
—

drip brew. Caffeine Consciousness is now officially roasted.

FHdmy, October 11, IIM
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by Jennifer Hamilton
1929 Virginia Woolf published an essay called "Shakespeare's
Sister" in a book titled A Room of One's Own. While certainly not
the main premise of the paper, Woolf had an interesting idea. In an
attempt to explain the absence of women writers, she looked to G. M.
Trevelyan's History of England (1926).
Woolf found that information concerning the lives of women (specifically during the time of Elizabeth I) was practically non-existent; that which was
recorded dealt specifically with a woman's relationship to a man ( wifebeating was a recognized right of the male). In the spirit of Women's History
Month and of Woolf's essay, I decided to look at my own copy of The
Penguin History of the World by J. M. Roberts and consider how a woman'.'
role has changed in the recording of popular history.
I looked in the index under "woman, role of' and although I found considerably more entries than Woolf did in 1929, I thought it significant that
such an entry even existed. Is the role of women in history strictly limited to
these entries? Out of curiosity, I turned in the index to "man, role of'; no such
entry existed. It skipped from Mamelukes to the Manchu Dynasty.
What does this say about women's (and men's) place in history?
Of great interest were the entries found under the heading "woman, role
of'; things such as "subordinated in Greece", "Hindu subordination" and
"Chinese disregard for". To be fair, there was a chronological shift from subordination to emancipation ("Turkish emancipation", "emancipation by technology"), but why are women only considered historically important when
they are either "subordinated" or "emancipated" by men? Of particular interest to me was the entry somewhat ambiguously titled "equality". In my ignorance, I had not realized that women achieved equality during the Taiping
Revolution in China when the traditional binding of feet was forbidden.
Like Woolf, I feel that women's role in history is most often defined in
relation to men. For instance, women such as Catherine the Great or
Elizabeth I are famous for things traditionally done by men
things tradifew and far
deemed
historians
to
be
These
women
are
tionally
by
important.
between. It would appear that only the 'male experience' has value. There is
no doubt that great change has taken place for women throughout history;
where and how are these changes recorded?
Even Roberts writes that historians who immediately appreciate inventions such as the lathe or the stirrup, "have neglected the cumulative force of
such humble commodities and instruments" as detergents, easily cleaned
artificial fabrics, gas cookers, washing machines and vacuum cleaners.
Roberts correctly states that "they implied revolution for half the world".
Why then, is this revolution given a mere half page in Roberts' work? Why is
a later revolution
the one where women tried to escape detergents, easily
cleaned fabrics, washing machines and vacuum cleaners not mentioned?

In

—

—

—

While it is true that many changes for women have occurred as a result of
external forces, I believe that much of the change has come in small, individual ways; in the lives of "regular" women, living 'regular' lives. Women
must have found strength in their shared experiences, but these experiences
are often conspicuously absent from history.
This exercise has made me wonder if women even have a place in HlS;ory. Initially I believed that it was just the absence of women in history that
was significant. If more was written about women, if more information about
women was recorded, that the problem would be solved.
Now I question the accuracy of that belief. This is not to deny the importance of recording information about women. It is instead an invitation to
contemplate the way in which HERstory is being and will be written. Is it
simply content that needs to be altered; or is it form that needs an overhaul?
What are the alternatives? And perhaps the most interesting question: in
HERstory, what would one find under "man, role of?

We do need another hero
In

George Bush has had the opportunity to become a hero. He
fought in World War II and he
took the U.S. to victory in the
Gulf War. Unfortunately, this has
no indication on his ability to lead
the government of a country that
has obvious social problems. At
home, Bush stands for tradition
and conservatism. He has done
little to address the problems that
have existed throughout the
Reagan-Bush dynasty, but he
believes he deserves four more
years in office. Meanwhile, he
has picked a running mate that
does little other than inspire a
plethora of jokes. Perhaps Quail
was chosen as the perfect
scapegoat as security against another Watergate or Irangate.
The current leader in the polls
is Bill Clinton. As the Democratic
candidate, he addresses the hopes

of Americans for another
Roosevelt or Kennedy, despite
that he is a completely different
man in completely different
times. He is portrayed as a traitor
for slaying out of Viet Nam and
smoking grass, despite the fact
that a large portion of the voters
protested the war and did drugs

themselves. The soldiers of Viet
Nam have appeared in movies not
as heroes, but as shell-shocked
victims of the government. The

MENTAL
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lapse of every major institution in
Western society. Once again we
the past twenty years must look to our leaders for
leadership.
we have almost completely run out of heroes,
Canada will probably not
but they are still needed by have a federal election for anothsociety. Pierre Trudeau led Cana- er year. Even then, it is doubtful
da through the FLQ crisis and that a candidate worth voting for
Dick Nixon pulled the United will appear. All of the parties
States out of Viet Nam, but both have proven inept at taking Canaleaders have since become in- da in the direction most Canafamous in the public eye and ex- dians want to see it go.
ist only as political spectres.
Within the next month, however,
Western
American voters will have
Since the mid-seventies,
politics have faced a leadership to pick a new president in similarly poor circumstances. Ideally,
void.
The Canadian prime ministers they would like to find a new
and American presidents have hero to lead them to better times.
adopted policies of stagnation Presidents should command the
while European and Far Eastern respect and admiration of their
nations race to the future. constituents. They should live acFortunately, there has been no cording to the values that domimajor crisis to test if these leaders nate their country. They should
were worthy of their position. be a model for children to learn
Until now.
from and be inspired by. They
We are in the middle of the should be able to justify their acworst depression in over fifty tions as beneficial for the country,
years. Roosevelt and Hitler used and the manifestations of their ininnovative techniques and almost tentions should dominate the
limitless charisma to get out of government. It does not seem
likely that the candidates now
the last one. Similarly revolutionto
to
get
running will be able to fulfill
ary ideas may be needed
the next century without the col- these demands.

by Steve Doak

last president to similarly capture
the hearts of young American

continued on page 26
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Toe torments and trauma

THE LAST LAUGH
If
by

Kevis Watsea

you recall from last
week, I had just received
my blue card and had
a
become fully registered hospital
patient. (By the way, nurse Airhead gets abducted by aliens and
Doctor Mel Practice develops a
brain tumour the size of Philadelphia.) And the story continues...
I return to the emergency
room and once again sit myself
beside Larry, who still hasn't
been helped).
"Did you tell the receptionist
you're here? Gotta tell her...
(coughs up his other lung)...
you're here, or won't get helped,"
sputters Larry.

"Kinda like yourself, eh
Larry," I casually joke. He tries to
laugh, but ends up coughing up

his spleen.
I walk up to the emergency
room receptionist. "Do you have
a blue card?" I proudly display it.
"Name."

"It's on the blue card," I point
out. Gee, you'd think they'd point
that out to her in training.
"NAME!" she screams back
in my face. I figure she is either
illiterate or has a tremendous
phobia of blue cards. Sensing the
growing tension as her face begins to pulsate, I feel that it is
wise not to mention the blue card
again, and tell her my name.
"What are you here for?"
Good question, eh?
"Ingrown toenail," I mumble,
hoping not to be heard. After the
laughter subsides, I give her the
same information needed for the
blue card and once again seat
myself next to Larry. No sooner
had we begun to discuss the subtleties of metaphysics than my
name was called.
This is fantastic! The blood
level in the emergency room is
slowly rising, and I'm getting
served.
"Should have booked ahead
like me," I tell Larry as he slips
into a coma. So I walk through
the "Patients Only" door. There's
no one there.
"Hello," I yell. No one answers. Finally, after three hours of
waiting, a rather shady looking
character appears down the hall.

Noticing the mop in his right
hand and the snake tattooed on
his face, I quickly deduce that he
is not a doctor.
"Excuse me, but is there a
doctor around?" I ask. I am somewhat puzzled as to his sudden
burst of laughter.
"What seems to be the problem?" he asks.
"Ingrown toenail."
"Ooooooh. Those babies are
nasty." Finally someone who understands my pain and torment. "I
can do that for you right here and
now" (as he pulls out a blood
splattered Swiss army knife).
I ask him if he is a certified
doctor of medicine, or if he even
knows of one, but he just keeps
replying, "Papers, I don't need no

SHOOTING FROM THE LIP
The question:
How was your bird
on Thanksgiving?
The shots:

stinking papers."
Since the chances of me getting served by anyone else are extremely slim, I agree to let him
operate. Although he insisted on
the amputation of my whole leg, I
haggled him down to half of my
infected toe.
I hope I haven't scared anyone into practicing home operations. You should always let a
professional operate on your
body, or at the very least a guy
with a snake on his face.

A dark fall

Large and well stuffed
Mike Jackson

Fourth year Pre-Law

Feathery...lt was so gooc
I ate three of them.

Quaff

Fourth year Bartending
Retrospect

The

by Pat Brethour
went for a walk this Thanksgiving. The
wind was strong, chilly but still refreshing.
The wind was blowing around leaves that
had fallen, stirring them up into almost violent patterns. I sat for a while watching the leaves fall, and
swirl around.
I sat, drinking in the beauty of the scene. And I
got the strangest feeling that this would be the last

I

Canadian fall.
By this time next year, Canada as we know it,
and as some of us love it, will be gone forever. It
might have been the Reform Party ad that I saw
earlier in the day, talking about how the Charlottetown Accord must be defeated. It might have
been the discussion my uncles had had about the
referendum in which the only point of agreement
was that Quebec hated the English, and had gotten
far too much in the constitutional negotiations.
Whatever the reason, I had a sudden vision of a
p recipice looming, and of the entire country plunging over it, all the while bickering.
I remember the first day the Meech Lake accord
was signed, and how Robert Bourassa called himself a Canadian without shame or defense.
And I remember the day the accord died. It had
fallen victim to Tory hubris, the shortsightedness of
Clyde Wells, and a million other petty jealousies.
I was sure, that day, that we were all in trouble.
Then came the Charlottetown agreements. The Accord has been labelled as soulless, as a legalistic,
messy compromise.
How wrong that is.
The Accord reflects the most basic of Canadian
values: decency. No one won in the negotiations,
but no one really lost. But that doesn't seem to matter.
We've changed. I don't think we trust each
other any more. We're like a couple who were once
in love, and are in the process of separating,
separating bitterly.
Suspicion, accusations, threats and
counterthreats are the rules of the game. Hate has
become the Canadian way. Preston Manning and
Lucien Bouchard both wait like bitches in heat for
the Accord to fail, so they can further their ambition on the failure of Canada.

week

review
We have a chance, with the Accord, to save the
country. If you think there's nothing in the Accord
that will prevent Quebec from leaving Canada,
you're right. If you think there's nothing in the Accord to guarantee the protection of the French fact
in Quebec, you're also right.
Nothing in the Accord itself will keep Canada
together.
But if we turn down the Accord, we'll be sending a clear message to each other, namely: "I don't
trust any of you."
Canada has never made sense. Logic would dictate that we abandon the entire notion of building a
just society here. That anyone tried at all is a testaand each other.
ment to their faith in themselves
But
as I watched another leaf drop from another tree that faith is gone. We want guarantees,
we want to cement Quebec into Canada, as if words
on paper could ever change what is in a person's

in

Too much family on the
side.
Dave Mac Gray and Blair
Gowan
Honours Business and
Honours AIESEC

~

—

-

heart.
Our spirit of generosity is gone, for good. The
Accord may pass, but likely it will fail. Whatever
happens, I know one outcome that is impossible:
the revival of that intangible, elusive thing, the Ca-

nadian identity.
The quiet pride, the tolerance, the belief in the
Canada that was being built all these things have
disappeared. I don't know how, or why, we lost our
way, and lost faith in each other.
The rest of the world regarded us with envy,
I'm sure. Now, in the hour of our self-destruction,
they can only see us as slightly mad, incredibly
spoiled children.
We were always children in a way, ignoring the
adult common sense of geography, the stern admonitions of the marketplace. We were innocent,
we were children, and it didn't matter, because we
believed in each other.
I don't know how we can get that measure of
innocence back. And I don't know if anyone even
-

wants to.
I caught myself staring at a pile of leaves lying
on the ground. I'd been looking at the pile for more
than a few minutes.
Leaves are funny things, I thought. Together,

they are beautiful. Separated, they're good for nothing but being ground underfoot. And the worst
thing is that their true beauty is only shown to the
world shortly before their destruction.

Doused with beer and
was wearing lederhosen
and had lots of feathers.
Lan Torres and Natalie

Meagher
Third year Philosophy
and Third

year

Business

Crusty on the outside,
hot and juicy on the inside.
Phil Knapp
Honours History and

English

by Lynn McCuaig and Scott McKay
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Golden Age falls

Great editorial by Pat Brethour. Too bad it had to be written at all.
—Brad Cruickshank

This is miles above the crap you were printing two years ago
job at making The Cord a respectable newspaper again.
--Daniel Byers

--

continued from page 24

good

Give the Hand guy more space. His columns rule.
--Yuan Aubin
Love the Ouija comments. Satire's a little boring, but still laughable.
—Nicole Dunn
Love Ouija, Bag O' Crime, Off the Page. Pat Brethour's editorials
great! Ads and layout look excellent. Hasn't Mark Hand graduated?
Why can't he leave us alone?
—Deanna Pearce
--

The favourite part is the editorial
home!
-Adrienne Kolotylo

—

the one on October 8 really hit

Good articles some light, some heavy. Please reconsider how many
you print
these seem to be a lot of unused copies left over and
wasted, or left to recyclc.
-Kate Stokee
--

--

Someone should teach the sports editor how to spell. How could such
avid sports fans not be able to spell Smythe properly?
—Sharon Brooks
Perhaps, just maybe, there might be some intelligent debates on
vegetarianism 'cause there sure wasn't last year. Thanks, Mr. Page.

-Scott Lovell
Who is the environmentally friendly idiot who decided that we should
litter the school with those little books? There is a huge pile of them
in the corner that will be thrown away! Wastage! AHH! Make a display and let people take them, if they want them!

—Tracy Armstrong

voters was Jimmy Carter, likely the most impotent
president this century.
The alternative is Ross Perot, a billionaire that
believes financial success shows he has the skills to
be president, although he has no experience in
government. He has no party to dictate policy to
him or bring him back to reality if he gets carried
away by his delusions of grandeur. Although he has
performed well in debates, his indecisiveness was
proven by his withdrawal into the race. Everything
points to him becoming nothing more than a footnote in the history of American politics.
The United States is forced to choose the lesser
of three evils. Meanwhile, they are facing the threat

of widespread racial riots, skyrocketing levels of
unemployment and poverty and steadily increasing
immigration in an economy that is being pushed to
the limit. It has been proven that even the most established companies are no longer immune from
bankruptcy. New technology and business styles

are appearing around the world to dominate the
business world, and frequently they are not being
successfully adopted by American companies. The
United Statess currently has one of the highest standards of living in the world, but it also has one of
the poorest education systems compared to other industrialized nations. The eighties appeared as a
Golden Age of western civilization, but now it
faces a fall comparative to the fall of Rome.
A good leader could inspire the country and develop programs that would maintain the standard of
living as well as promoting growth. American

politics has changed its style little this century
while the world changes around it. Taxes are increased to fund social programs that have failed
rather than trying new programs. Obsolete government bodies are not improved. Social problems are
swept under the carpet and ignored as much as possible. A hero is necessary more than ever to fix the
problems that have grown for too long. A hero is
needed to lead us to the future.

Constitutional speculation
breeds mistrust, confusion
We would like to be informed, not bewildered
by Jeff Rodick

Vote

NO/vote YES,

referendum this. On
what grounds are we to
vote? If this is to be an informed
vote both sides seem to be bombarding us with more than ade-

quate information. If it is to be an
intelligent vote we are all losing.
Could it be any more obvious that
information does not equal fact or

truth?
The extensive back and forth
badgering that we are all privy to
between the Yes and No sides

PINK INK

Less ink.

-Rob Bowyer

by

Very interesting articles.
-Christina Rogers

DenyS DaivS

person has a right to equal treatment with respect to
employment without discrimination because of race,
ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship,
creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences, marital status,
family status or handicap."
"Every person who is an employee has a right to freedom from
harassment in the workplace by the employer or agent of the
employer or by another employee because of race, ancestry, place of
origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, age, record of offences, marital status, family status or handicap."
These wonderful and wordy little quotes come of course from the
Ontario Human Rights Code, Chapter 53, Section 2-4(1) and (2). The
importance of these two paragraphs you ask? They are in the Code to
protect each and every one of us in the search for employment and to
ensure that we are able to work within an environment which is not
hostile towards individuals because of who or what they are.
I really had not thought much of the Human Rights Code until
recently. A good friend called me a couple of weeks ago with a very
discouraging problem. It seems that at work his fellow workers are
constantly bothering him with less than desirable comments about his
alleged sexuality (I say alleged because his co-workers do not know
he is gay). My friend now feels extremely uncomfortable at work.
The constant harassment from other workers has him wishing he
could find another job. Even if my friend took his case to the Human
Rights Board, harassment on the basis of sexual orientation is not im-

Every

The ads arc amazing!
\

—Adrienne Hodgin
Give me more of Cerebella.
-Brian Bosse

The comment/letter section should be at the front
this week it would have more of an impact.
-Jennifer Appleby

again.

Especially

Love the editorials, they're about real relevant issues this year
about time!
-David Hayes

—

Will there be a Dean's List?

—John McKenzie
This comment is dedicated to the illustrious Ross Perot Campaign
Headquarters men...and Ernst. The Cord was great.
-Wendy Jackson

I like the scoreboard listing of soccer and rugby. How about Canadian
top ten rankings?

—Paul Blais
Nice pictures.
--M. Peric
Best Cord I've seen yet. I like the square edged banner better than the
round edged one.

—Christina Craft
I hate the square banner (worse than the round one). Why not make
the feedback section bigger rather than cramming all the comments in
such a small area?

—Martin Walker

70's disco rules!
—John Smith
Fly away, flyers. The Cord has decided to forever ban itsy-bitsy
flyers from the paper. From now on, only nice big inserts say, like
will grace the centre spread of The
the Princess Cinema guide
Cord. We hate the mess on the floor even more than you do,
methinks.
--

--

plicitly covered in the Code.
Once again in the past few days Section 2 has slapped me in the
face when my companion was called in for a job interview. During
the course of the interview opinions were made by some staff that he
should not be hired because "he look[ed] like a fag". This presents a
difficult problem for my lover. He may not be hired because the
employers think that he is gay but if he is hired does he really want to
work there? He will suffer more of the harassment displayed in the
few short hours of trial/training he went through.
The trouble with the process of filing a complaint of discrimination is finding the evidence of the discrimination. This is extremely
difficult for discrimination on any basis whether racial, ethnic, or sexual. This already difficult process is further complicated for sexual
orientation cases because of the potential publicity involved for the
person who feels they have been discriminated against. Are they
prepared to have their names in the paper, are they prepared to state
in front of a board of inquiry that they are gay, are they prepared for
the potentially long battle that could ensue from the case?
This week I have no soap box for the final paragraph. All I will
say is that the Code is for the protection of all people (even white
heterosexual middle class males) in Ontario. Discrimination on any
basis is not only unfair but also illegal.

does nothing but cloud the issues
and distort the truth. I have read
the "unedited text" of the pro-

posed constitutional changes.
This text only faintly resembles
any of the discursive babble I
continually hear from Mulroney,
Manning, and Bourassa every
time I watch, read, or hear the
news. I yearn to be justly informed.
Time and time again I have
witnessed both sides spewing off,
for example, how a Yes vote will
be good for the economy versus
how a yes vote will mean Quebec
will be over run with Aboriginal
land claims, but not once have I
witnessed any statistical or factual support for these arguments.
Speculation only serves to breed
speculation which breeds mistrust
and confusion.
Verbal battery and threats do
absolutely nothing to focus the issues at hand. It would be
tremendously sad if the Yes vote
won because the general population feared losing Quebec if the
No vote were to be successful, or
if the No vote won due to the unpopularity of Mr. Mulroney.
These are not the key issues at
hand. The key issues are for you
to decide.
I can do nothing but question
the integrity of both sides. The
media can be a very powerful and
informative tool yet both sides
seem to misuse it for derogation
and slander. It is a sorry state
when our government is spending
our tax dollars on incessant dribble and propaganda. I can only
hope it is creating jobs.
This is the 90's. We are an intelligent public who would like to
be informed not bewildered.
There can be no guarantees in life
just as there are no guarantees as
to the consequences of a Yes or
No vote. This referendum is

about the betterment of Canada
and its people as a whole. Inform
us of what the changes are and
why they have come about. Do
not inform us of what they
should, should not, or what they

might accomplish, that is what
WE must decide.
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Canadian Liver Foundation is
looking for fund-raisers for telephone work. Work in a warm and
y»!T<|gcomfortable environment and
fight liver disease. Apply in perI son at 32 Duke St. East, 2nd
Floor, Kitchener
above Cullures. Ask for Jim.
for sale. Three D7B-14
;
snowtires and rims. Almost new;
couple
with
Loving
WANTED:
886notreadwear. Call John,
happy home to share, hoping to
6918 after spm
F
adopt a baby. Please call collect
to our adoption counselor at (613)
nKTORFRFEST TICKETS
542-0275.
Concordia club, only 4 left.
offer 746-7373
ABATE- Association of bikers
Blue Jay Photos, Winfield, 112» awareness training and educaa
Carter Alomar, and others. Also tion is a politically active is
politically
lobbying
active
group
Tigers and Mariners. 4x6 to
for motorcyclists rights and also
poster Ken, 725-8286
promoting a positive image of
Good tickets for October 21 DEF motorcycles. Anyone interested
at
LEPPARD concert at a good n joints can contact John
price. Call Jason or Wayne at 884-6187.
-

~

Besi

>
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884-7566

Needed:Food demonstrators.
ThursCOMPUTERS- IBM Toshiba Flexible hours.
day,Friday,Saturday.
train in
Will
NEC... Extensive inventory of
new and reconditioned PC's and
85404 Brant Plaza Postlaptops. Call Jennifer @ 747- P
Burhngton ontano
3658.
'

>
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FOR SALE: Early 80's Aria
Proll Electric Guitar with hard
carrying case; dark walnut finish,
custom tuning-pegs & dual humbucker pickups. $250. Call James
@ 884-5092.

New! Unique small pocket size
protection shrill alarm with light.
$12.00 or 2/$22.00. Central Distributors (Exotic Importers) P.O.
Box 26126, Kitchener, Ont. N2G
4VB

WANTED: Volunteers to help recycle on campus. Can help as
little as five minutes a week! Call
EHen or Kevin, Enyironmenta 1
Co-Ordinators at WLUSU 884136°'
7——
Waterloo Chronicle has three
positions open for part-time
telemarketers. Call 886-2830.
Salary plus incentives.
—

—

Are you interested in joining a
small staff in the production and
distribution of an international

newspaper with great growth
potential? The World Trade
Newspaper is currently in need
of a self-motivated individual to
handle the duties of circulation
r
™'!^

——

Door-To-Door Fundraising Program for a non-profit organization Dependable outgoing
people with some sales expertence preferred. Commitment of
9-12 hours/week. Monday Friday 5:30-9:30 and Saturdays
10:30-2:30. Transportation and
training provided. Call 747-4067.
-

FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE..
Individuals and Student Orgamnations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the nation s leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.

"FRIENDS" is a school volunteer

program where a child id paired
with a volunteer, establishing a
one-to-one relationship to build
the child's self-esteem and confidence. Urgent need for male and
female volunteers. Call Kitchener
744.7545 and Cambridge 7403375 PLEASE!

WLU Students" Union

available

-

Job

mnmino retention

Friday Son"

Monday to
Apply at Students' Union Office.

Hockey Coach wanted for Minor
team playing out of St.Clements.

Ca11725-3264

Mai e volunteers are urgently
needed to assist on a one-to-one
basis, male individuals who have
a disability and are involved in
leisure activities. Call Lee @
741-2228.

Waterloo Chronicle needs carr i ers f° r Wednesday evenings,
Call 886-2830 9-5 and ask for cirelation.
—

A Spring Break Trip! Canada's
largest student tour operator
wants reps. Organize a group,
earn cash and travel for FREE.

Call 1-800-263-5604.
ArrKWA

Full time pay for part time work
with leading publishing company.
-

Tall

4J

needs volunteer

counselors for therapeutic supP 0 ", bereavement counselling
and stress management services.
?48 5556

<■

D

recycled paper. Dictaphone,
equation editing, optical scanning
available, call Audrey 884-7123

PRE-LAW FORUM! For information about a unique one day
event designed to teach you about
every aspect of the law admissions process- Call 1 800 567-

Congratulations and Good Luek
to the boys from MAC HOUSE
now a part of
WLU
who
basketball
ha wks football and
team§
From the residence staff
>

Bulldog Pride

'

q c[ j n gear for the annual
Bounce a Cup off 0f Brian Day
october , ?
„

T

17

"'

fie

Gear"...Saturday, October
cats
'

HEY Y OU YES YOU
what are you doing for lunch
Mon oct 19? Meet me in the
T A for free Gino s Pizza an d
-

do term papers, theses,
resumes with computer and laser
pnnter. Experience in APA. Fast
j

w ju

turnaround. Sandy 658-1028.

'

p™
—

Quality word processing by universit y §raduate ( En g lish >* Fast
professional service. Spell check
& minor grammatical corrections
available. Laser pnnter. Call
Suzanne 886-3857.

JmQvhpin

ulTor
suicidal

.

k thi<s Wnmimr

rP(T

.

i don't think you're
t a Hule unusual
about that postcard

-

.
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Dear sth year slippers!
Please come and visit me. I'm
lonely in the Wilf's bathroom! I
need someone to help me kill the
venus fly trap! No boots allowed.

_

411 HMBI
Canadian Federation of UmverMm.sity Women: indepth discussion
of the Laurel Creek Watershed &
surface water pollution @ Bpm on
Tuesday, October 20, 1992 at
Hilliard Hall,
United

F|rst

Bj||HnMriMßlM
jj—iW—lll

Departing from WLUat s:oopm.
Tickets cost $3(100 (bus ineluded), call 746-5504
a
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Advancement P° sslWe
5049.

Committee of Cambridge,
and area need weekday drivers.
15
AII
anee, a reliabtevehiele,and some
free time. Call 748 5556.

WordProcessingSery.ce.
Reports, Resumes, letters, etc. on

'

DRIVERS

ACCKWA, Ute AIDS

Christina 886-7434
HIRE ME I'M BROKE!

$$$$

—-

VOLUNTEER

WORD PROCESSING, $1.50/pg

PREP(7737).

—

-

S

.

—

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS Promote our Florida

Waterloo NDP Riding Association starting new Campus NDP
Club. Also woricing with Ontario
New Democratic Youth. Scott
Paitkowski 746-8225.

2657.

6

888-0039 0r745-5115.

-

Waterloo Chronicle needs a
lelemarkeung supervisor for parttime work Experience with
telemarketing an asset. Call 8862830. Salary plus incentives.

:

Experienced Tutors: Math, ■
Physics, Calculus, German, Biology. Close to university. 886- SpHHBHHpHHSra

t
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the theafre auditorium.

Support the United Way
campaign from Tues. Oct 13 to
Fn. Oct 30.

ATTENTION: The phys-ed
society has been formed!
Watch out for upcoming events.
Gonzo;

Congrats on co-op! Two palms
on t.he road down to the country. You can plug us ANY TIME!
Up

R^Dog'bactr Happy

»

»

un

Bashful Beaver!
Love he House
,

Sham;

T

{Jf

S andto"JSJUthere!
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ove

for letll

us

g0

through your drawers! So
what'ss the answer to the skill
skill-

GRADUATE STUDENTS
GSA Welcome Back Party. Fn- testing
LoveTSJLJ
day October 16. Fourteen Bricker Avenue, beginning at 3:oopm.
Music, Drink, Free Food (Her- LOST

-

question..

|f§lf
MmmMmk

case witn
ld CROSS pen and SHARP

bivores and Carnivores).

A DiacK nylon pencil

The Kitchener Waterloo Rally
Club and the Grand Valley Car

please call Fraser at 7~5-1~34

Club are holding the next event in
the Saturday Nighl at the RaUy
Series on October 17,1992.
Registration starts at 7:oopm at
the Pizza Delight on Hespeler

Road (Highway #24) in Cambridge. The cost is $15.00 per
Car. For more info caU 742-9039.
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SURVIVAL
TOOLS
FOR THIS
WEEK.
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MEDIUMS
TOPPINGS
CANS of COKE
for only

■

$12.22,
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2 TOPPINGS
4 CANS of COKE
EXPERIENCE

■
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■

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer Pnces may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
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THE DOMINO'S EFFECT ■
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THE DOMINO'S EFFECT ■
™

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Pnces may vary Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries
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TOPPINGS
CANS of COKE
for only

$14.44™
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THE DOMINO'S EFFECT ■
Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00 Our dnvers are not penalized for late deliveries.
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THE DOMINO'S EFFECT ■

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving Our drivers carry less
than $2000. Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries
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